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BCBSD, INC. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

DECEMBER 3, 2009 
 

A meeting of the Board of Directors of BCBSD, Inc. was held, pursuant to notice, on December 3, 
2009, at 12:00 Noon in the corporate offices. The following Directors were present: 
 

Max S. Bell, Jr., Chairman 
Ben Corballis, M.D., Vice Chairman 

Thomas E. Archie 
Bernard J. Daney 

Robert F. Rider (via phone) 
David P. Roselle, Ph.D. 
Frances M. West, Esq. 
William H. Willis, Jr. 

 
Also attending were the following members of staff: Timothy J. Constantine, President & Chief 
Executive Officer; William E. Kirk, III, Vice President, General Counsel & Corporate Secretary;  
P. Scott Fad, Vice President of Client Services & Business Development; and Ellen M. Johnson, 
Assistant to the President & CEO. Consultants attending: Robert C. Cole, Jr.; and Louis Pavia, Jr., 
President of CareCompanion.  
 
At Chairman Bell’s request, Mr. Constantine provided an update regarding the status of the discussions 
between BCBSD and                                            Mr. Constantine informed the Board  
that has decided not to pursue a strategic partnership with BCBSD at this time due to 

 focus on preserving capital to address potential implications of health care reform. 
 
I. BCBSD Strategic Overview 

In advance of today’s meeting the Board members received a document providing a high-level 
summary of the factors driving the need for BCBSD to affiliate with a larger Blue plan. The Board 
and management have had extensive discussions regarding these factors during the last two years 
and this document was intended as a refresher. It included the following major considerations 
supporting BCBSD pursuing a strategic partnership with another Blue plan: 
 
 Environmental Drivers – Changes in the health care system are driving consolidation within 

the industry and carriers are aggressively establishing quantum improvements in technologies 
and capabilities through strategic acquisitions. At this time, BCBSD’s competitors are large, 
national conglomerates with significant resources, thereby posing a considerable threat to 
small, unaffiliated companies. 
 

 Capabilities Gaps – With the support of industry experts, BCBSD undertook a comprehensive 
assessment of the capabilities required to remain competitive. The study concluded that gaps in 
BCBSD capabilities will require a bold new strategic direction to continue to be successful. 
 

 Experience – Direct experience as an affiliate of the CareFirst, Inc. organization provided real 
evidence of the value to BCBSD’s constituents of being part of a larger Blue organization. In 
addition, BCBSD’s ongoing experience in the Delaware marketplace clearly demonstrates the 
challenges associated with operating as a small, independent health plan. 

 
Mr. Constantine presented highlights of the overview and discussed the findings of the assessment 
of BCBSD’s capabilities performed by Deloitte in 2008. Without an affiliate partner, BCBSD 
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would need to invest $100 – $130 million in capabilities improvements over the next three to five 
years to maintain its leading position in the marketplace. BCBSD lacks the financial and human 
capital resources to make such an investment. By leveraging the capabilities of a strong partner, 
BCBSD could make the necessary improvements at a significantly lower cost based on preliminary 
assessments by potential partners, which would accomplish the following: 
 
 Provide BCBSD with an affordable solution for acquiring the necessary capabilities to meet 

ongoing community and marketplace needs. 
 Allow BCBSD to maintain adequate capital reserves and secure the company’s ongoing and 

future viability. 
 Allow BCBSD to deliver improved health care products and services at lower costs through 

enhanced capabilities and economies of scale.  
 
II. Strategic Partnership Considerations 

Mr. Pavia presented an overview of the current status of BCBSD’s strategic partnership discussions 
with , Highmark, Inc. and ], along with management’s evaluation of 
each potential partner based upon the key attributes for BCBSD’s success previously identified by 
management. Members of the BCBSD Work Group (Messrs. Constantine, Cole, Fad, Kirk, Pavia, 
and Grover C. Brown, Esq., Special Counsel to the Board) met on November 24, 2009 and 
assessed each potential partnership against the critical factors required for a successful affiliation 
and the likelihood of obtaining regulatory approval. The conclusions of this assessment were 
divided into five categories: 1) Factors with no significant differences among candidates (all meet 
the requirements equally); 2) Factors in which a partnership with  would have a 
significant disadvantage versus Highmark and ; 3) Factors with no significant 
difference between Highmark and  4) Factors favoring a  
partnership; and 5) Factors favoring a Highmark partnership. 
 
The Board raised a number of questions and discussed various points regarding Mr. Pavia’s 
presentation. 
 

III. Next Steps    
Mr. Constantine presented management’s recommendation and described the proposed next steps 
of the process. Based upon the due diligence performed by the Work Group to date, including the 
onsite presentations by each of the prospective partners, management recommended that BCBSD 
pursue negotiations (on an exclusive basis, if necessary) and conduct further due diligence with 
Highmark, Inc. Management will provide a report to the Board with findings and a further 
recommendation within 60 days. Mr. Constantine added that, if at all possible, management would 
prefer that BCBSD not enter into an exclusivity agreement with Highmark at this time so that 
BCBSD could maintain communications with other potential partners. 
 
Mr. Constantine also reviewed the proposed next steps in the process, which included the key 
milestones and a timeline of associated activities. 
 
The Board engaged in a thorough discussion and posed several questions. Following that 
discussion, and upon motion made and seconded, the Board of Directors unanimously accepted 
management’s recommendation and authorized management to pursue negotiations with 
Highmark, Inc. and conduct further due diligence if Highmark agrees to proceed.  
 
The Board also concurred with management’s proposed next steps of the process. 
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There was also a discussion regarding various regulatory activities that would be part of the 
strategic partnership process.  
 
Chairman Bell emphasized the importance of the Board members and involved BCBSD staff 
maintaining confidentiality throughout this process. 
 

IV. Adjournment 
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 1:20 p.m. 

 
Respectfully submitted: 
 
 
 
Ellen M. Johnson 
Executive Assistant to the President & CEO 
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BCBSD, INC. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

JULY 21, 2010 

A meeting of the Board of Directors ofBCBSD, Inc. was held, pursuant to notice, on July 21,2010 at 
12:00 noon in the corporate offices. The following Directors were present: 

Max S. Bell, Jf., Chairman 
Ben Corballis, M.D., Vice Chairman 

Thomas E. Archie 
Bernard J. Daney 
Robert F. Rider 

David P. Roselle, Ph.D. 
Frances M. West, Esq. 
William H. Willis, Jf. 

BCBSD staff attending: Timothy J. Constantine, President & Chief Executive Officer; William E. Kirk, III, 
Vice President, General Counsel & Corporate Secretary; and Ellen M. Johnson, Executive Assistant to the 
President & CEO. Outside legal counsel/consultants attending: Grover C. Brown, Esq., of Gordon, Fournaris & 
Mammarella (Special Counsel to the Board); Robert C. Cole, Jf., Consultant (via phone); Louis Pavia, Jf., 
President of Care Companion; Timothy J. Snyder, Esq., of Young, Conaway, Stargatt & Taylor (via phone); 
and David S. Swayze Esq., and Michael W. Teichman, Esq., of Park ow ski, Guerke & Swayze, P.A. 

I. Compensation and Benefits Update 

BCBSD004467 
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II. Review of Minutes 

III. CareFirst Interim Services Agreement 
As a follow-up to the Board of Directors meeting ofJune 241

\ Messrs. Constantine and Pavia provided 
the following reports: 

• Transition Overview and Proposed Funding Requirement - Mr. Constantine gave an overview 
of the technology services provided to the company under the current interim services agreement 
between BCBSD and CareFirst, Inc. (CFI). CFI has indicated that it will begin to unwind services 
and support to BCBSD, which can be accomplished with six months' notice. 
Management's recommendation is to enter into an Interim Administrative Services Agreement 
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with Highmark, Inc. to replace the CFI agreement. Management and its advisors are reviewing a 
proposal from Highmark. Thus far, management is satisfied with the terms and conditions of the 
proposal. Mr. Constantine presented a description and proposed time line of the major initiatives 
required to successfully migrate the impacted services from CFI to Highmark. He also identified 
the key risks and challenges associated with the transition initiative process. The estimated total 
cost of the transition initiative is $4.8 million, based on an l8-month time line with two 
components still to be determined. In order to initiate the transition process, Mr. Constantine 
requested that the Board of Directors approve seed funding in the amount of $1.5 million. During 
the fourth quarter of 20 10, Mr. Constantine will present a proposed refined initiative plan and 
recommendation for the total funding required to the Board for its review and action. 

Mr. Pavia pointed out that BCBSD would have to make these investments, regardless, since CFI is 
no longer in a position to support the company's systems in the long term. 

• Proposed Highmark Interim Administrative Services Agreement - Mr. Pavia provided an 
overview of the proposed Interim Administrative Services Agreement (lASA) between BCBSD 
and Highmark. The IASA would replace the services and technology currently provided by CFI, 
as identified by Mr. Constantine. He described the major components of the IASA, which are the 
Administrative Services Agreement, Scope of Work, Statement of Work and Plan, Service Level 
Agreement, Governance Structure and Process, and Fees and Financial Responsibilities. The 
IASA would allow for and provide processes and procedures to change the Scope of Work under 
various circumstances. Mr. Pavia also reviewed the key provisions of the IASA. 

In reply to a question posed by Ms. West regarding service and performance guarantee level 
provisions in the IASA, Mr. Pavia indicated that the proposed agreement contains some j oint cross 
indemnifications addressing such guarantees. He noted that Highmark consistently achieves high 
scores in the metrics used by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association to measure each plan's 
level of service performance to its members. 

Following discussion, upon the recommendation of management and its advisors, and upon motion 
made and seconded, the Board of Directors ofBCBSD, Inc. unanimously voted to adopt the following 
resolution: 

WHEREAS, CareFirst, Inc. CCFI") and BCBSD, Inc. ("the Corporation" entered into 
an Interim Services Agreement (the "CFI Agreement") on September 22,2006, upon BCBSD's 
disaffiliation from CFI; and 

WHEREAS, CFI has informed BCBSD that it wishes to unwind the CFI Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Corporation is now in the final stages of negotiating an affiliation (the 
"Affiliation") with Highmark Inc. CHighmark"); and 

WHEREAS, once the proposed Affiliation with Highmark is consummated, the services 
provided by CFI under the CFI Agreement will be provided by Highmark; and 

WHEREAS, in anticipation of the likely consummation of the Affiliation and based upon 
the notification from CFI that it wishes to unwind the CFI Agreement, it is advantageous 
to the Corporation to transition to certain Highmark systems and services in advance 
thereof; and 

WHEREAS, Management has therefore negotiated an Administrative Services Agreement 

BCBSD004471 
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(the "Interim Agreement") to be entered into by and between the Corporation and Highmark 
for the provision of administrative services in advance of the date on which the Affiliation will 
be consummated; and 

WHEREAS, the Corporation's Board of Directors has reviewed the core terms and conditions 
of such Interim Agreement and finds same to be reasonable and in the best interests of the 
Corporation. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY: 

RESOLVED: That the proper officers of the Corporation are authorized and directed to finalize 
the terms and conditions of the Interim Agreement and to execute and deliver the Interim 
Agreement together with such ancillary documents and agreements as may be required in their 
judgment to implement these resolutions. 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the proper officers of the Corporation are hereby authorized 
and directed to cooperate with CFI and Highmark in the orderly termination of the services 
heretofore provided by CFI under the CFI Agreement, and the transition of such services to 
Highmark under the Interim Agreement. 

Furthermore, the Board of Directors approved management's request for seed funding in the amount 
of $1.5 million to initiate the activities required to achieve a successful transition of services from 
Care First, Inc. to Highmark Inc. 

Mr. Constantine stated that management's plan is to have a fully executed IASA in place before the 
announcement of an affiliation between Highmark and BCBSD. 

IV. Affiliation Proposal 
• Overview of Changes to Draft Affiliation Documents - Mr. Teichman provided an overview of 

the changes to the following proposed affiliation transaction documents resulting from 
negotiations that have occurred since the Board last met on June 24th: 

• Highmark Affiliation Agreement - The parties have agreed to revisions to the following 
provIsIOns: 

Conduct ofBCBSD from December 31,2009 through closing: BCBSD agreed to an 
aggregate limit of$10 million for non-ordinary course transactions not disclosed in the 
Initial Disclosures; i.e., if this limit is reached, BCBSD will have to seek permission from 
Highmark to engage in further non-ordinary course transactions. 

Employee Benefits: 
• For BCBSD's grandfathered employees and retiree benefits, the basic structure is 

unchanged; i.e., those benefits will be preserved through amendments to Plan 
documents, and current employees remain on BCBSD benefit plans for at least two 
years following closing of the affiliation unless at least one Class A director votes along 
with the rest of Board to move those employees to Highmark's benefits at an earlier 
date. BCBSD would be required to specifically identify the Plans that are subject to 
grandfathering. After two years, Highmark reserves the right to keep and amend 
BCBSD plans applicable to non-grandfathered employees rather than move such 
BCBSD employees to a Highmark plan. 

BCBSD004472 
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• As reported earlier by Mr. Snyder, there are still outstanding issues under negotiation 
relative to the tax treatment of certain BCBSD retirement plans. 

Termination: Minor changes respecting the materiality of any breaches of representations 
and warranties; these changes clarify that the breach must be material in all cases. 

• Amended Certificate of Incorporation - The parties have agreed on "Highmark BCBSD 
Inc." as the corporate name for Blue Cross Blue Shield of Delaware. In Article 13, the majority 
vote provisions with respect to changes to classes of directors or their respective powers has 
been clarified to be "a maj ority of directs "then present" so that a partial slate of Class A 
directors can act. 

• Amended Bylaws - Section 5 .2(b) includes new language clarifying that the Class A board 
members will retain their seats beyond their terms until successors are elected and qualified. 
Additional references to majority of directors "then in office" were included to facilitate board 
actions. 

• Administrative Services Agreement - Highmark added a provision that terminates the 
Interim Administrative Services Agreement upon consummation of the affiliation. The 
termination of the Interim Administrative Services Agreement may be addressed through 
additional provisions in the Interim Administrative Services Agreement rather than in the post
closing Administrative Services Agreement. 

• Valuation Summary - As requested by Mr. Brown, Special Counsel to the Board of Directors, 
Mr. Pavia of CareCompanion presented the findings of a valuation, which he prepared, of the 
estimated current fair market value ofBCBSD. He first described the three fundamental 
approaches used in valuing a business for sale - the Income Approach (typically based on the 
present value of projected future earnings), the Market Approach (which focuses on the market 
value of benchmark public companies and recent comparable acquisitions), and the Asset 
Approach (which focuses on the replacement costs and not applicable to BCBSD's situation). He 
noted that each methodology involves various assumptions and could yield significantly different 
results. Ultimately, the fair market value represents the dollar amount that a willing buyer and 
willing seller are able to agree upon. 

Mr. Pavia prepared and presented a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) analysis ofBCBSD to the 
Board in June 2009. This analysis was similar to the Ellin & Tucker (E&T) Discounted Cash Flow 
(DCF) analysis ofBCBSD presented to the Board in May 2009. The results ofMr. Pavia's 
analysis showed BCBSD's estimated value as $152.5 million (assuming a relatively weak 
economic and insurance business recovery) and $185.2 million (assuming a return to historic 
business levels). These results were comparable to the E&T strategic buyer range of$193 - $220 
million. There had been a major change in the economy and the business during 2009, as 
evidenced by the decrease in the DCF values prepared by Care Companion in 2008, of $207 - $259 
million and the significant declines in the market value of publicly traded health insurance 
compames. 

In comparing BCBSD's current projections with the valuation assumptions used in E&T's 2009 
DCF analysis model, Mr. Pavia found that BCBSD's currently projected revenue is less, projected 
revenue growth rate is less, projected medical loss ratio is higher, projected contribution margin 
percentage is slightly less, projected general and administrative expenses as a percentage of 
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revenue are higher and the resulting earnings before interest and taxes are substantially lower; 
however, projected investment income and reserves in excess of 500% risk based capital are 
higher. Based on these revised assumptions, the valuation would be significantly less than E&T's 
estimate of $127 million for the financial investor. 

Mr. Pavia also presented the results of his analysis using the Market Approach model for the 
second quarter of 20 10. He delineated the fair market value range based on the valuation ratios of 
the major public for-profit insurers, which included United Health, HealthNet, Aetna, WellPoint 
and Coventry. A comparison of market capitalization to revenue and adjusted members indicated a 
value in the range of$180 - $215 million. However, when considering the measures of Earnings 
before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA) and Net Operating Income, the 
valuation falls to a range of $6 - $50 million. This spread reflects the potential for a strategic 
partner to reduce BCBSD's costs and improve operating performance. 

Mr. Pavia reviewed the many tangible benefits that BCBSD could derive from a partnership with 
Highmark as discussed in the previous Board meeting. These benefits include reduced 
administrative and medical costs, increased human and financial capacity, new and enhanced 
products and services, and reduced capital investment requirements. BCBSD and its subscribers 
will realize significant, measurable value from this transaction. Based on an estimate of the 
reduced capital requirements, accelerated growth and reduced costs, these benefits would be 
valued in excess of$150 million. 

There was a discussion regarding BCBSD's current reserve levels. 

After discussion, the Board and Mr. Brown accepted Mr. Pavia's report. 

• Proposed Resolution of the Board of Directors - Following discussion, the consensus of the 
Board was that the proposed transaction between Highmark and BCBSD has been thoroughly 
vetted by the BCBSD Board, management and its advisors. In addition, the Board's opinion is 
that, overall, the partnership represents the most reasonable and advantageous arrangement for the 
company, its employees and stakeholders, and the State of Delaware. The partnership offers many 
tangible benefits that will greatly enhance the company's viability in the marketplace and service 
to its customers, as well as strategically positioning the company for long-term success. 

Upon motion made and seconded, the Board of Directors ofBCBSD, Inc., upon the 
recommendation of management and its advisors, unanimously voted to adopt the following 
resolution relative to the proposed affiliation between BCBSD, Inc. and Highmark, Inc.: 

WHEREAS, for many years, it has been evident to the Board of Directors of 
BCBSD, Inc. (the "Corporation") that the Corporation needs to be affiliated with 
a larger licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association CBCBSA") in order to 
be in a position to provide high-quality, cost-effective products and services to its 
subscribers; and 

WHEREAS, from March 2000 until September 2006, the Corporation was affiliated 
with CareFirst, Inc. CCFI") and, during such time, was able to operate under reduced 
administrative costs, thereby allowing it to compete more effectively in the Delaware 
health insurance marketplace; and 
WHEREAS, following the disaffiliation from CFI in September 2006 (resulting from 
the adoption of amendments to Maryland law adverse to the interests of the Corporation), 
the Corporation has experienced a gradual decline in its operating results; and 
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WHEREAS, the Corporation must upgrade its information technology systems in the 
near future, which upgrade could consume, if performed on a standalone basis, the 
majority of the reserves of the Corporation; and 

WHEREAS, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 is likely to impose 
operating limitations on health insurers that will place further pressure on the 
Corporation's operating results and reserves; and 

WHEREAS, an affiliation with a significant, not-for-profit BCBSA affiliate will provide 
the Corporation with access to the economies of scale, enhanced product offerings, and 
information technology systems to allow the Corporation to remain viable in the face of 
these challenges, and also enable the Corporation to retain its Delaware-based, not-for
profit mission; and 

WHEREAS, after an extensive search involving a review of a number of potential 
affiliation candidates, management has identified Highmark Inc. CHighmark") as the 
not-for-profit affiliation candidate with the best combination of economies of scale, 
state-of-the-art information technology systems, regional presence, and compatible 
corporate culture; and 

WHEREAS, management has negotiated an Affiliation Agreement under which 
Highmark will become the sole member of the Corporation while the Corporation 
would retain its local presence and an acceptable measure of local control; and 

WHEREAS, the Corporation's Board of Directors has been provided with: (i) a 
proposed Affiliation Agreement; (ii) a proposed Amended and Restated Certificate 
of Incorporation; (iii) the proposed Amended Bylaws; (iv) a proposed Administrative 
Services Agreement; and (v) a proposed Line of Credit Agreement, as well as a 
summary of the key terms and conditions of these proposed documents and such 
other information as the Board has deemed relevant for its review of the proposed 
transaction. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT HEREBY: 

RESOLVED: That the Corporation's Board of Directors hereby approves the 
Affiliation Agreement, subject to satisfactory resolution of the remaining issues 
identified by management and counsel at today's meeting. 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the proper officers of the Corporation are authorized 
and directed to execute and deliver the Affiliation Agreement. 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the proper officers of the Corporation are authorized 
and directed to prepare amendments to the Corporation's Certificate of Incorporation 
and Bylaws, consistent with the form proposed under the Affiliation Agreement, and 
to submit such amendments to the Board of Directors of the Corporation for approval 
by the Board and the Corporation's Members in accordance with Section 242(b)(3) of 
the Delaware General Corporation Law, to be effective with and conditioned upon the 
Closing of the Affiliation Agreement. 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the proper officers of the Corporation are hereby 
authorized and directed to make all necessary regulatory filings before the State of 
Delaware and the government of the United States, to secure all required regulatory 
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approvals, and to take any and all actions required by the Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield Association in connection with the completion and fulfillment of the 
transactions contemplated by the Affiliation Agreement. 

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the proper officers of the Corporation are hereby 
authorized and directed to execute all other documents, certificate agreements and 
instruments required in connection with the Affiliation Agreement, and to take such 
other actions as may be necessary or desirable to carry out the foregoing resolutions. 

V. Regulatory / Communications Plan 

VI. Timing / Next Steps 
As reported earlier in the meeting, management needs to resolve the outstanding employee/retiree 
issues before the parties execute the Affiliation Agreement documents. The Highmark Board of 
Directors is scheduled to meet on July 28, 20 I 0 to take action regarding the proposed transaction. 
Once the Highmark Board grants its approval, the BCBSD Affiliation Work Group will begin the 
process of preparing and filing the necessary regulatory filings in Delaware. Messrs. Bell, Brown, 
Constantine and Kirk will meet at a later time to develop a process to fill the four Class A director 
seats, which must be completed before the transaction closing occurs. 

VII. Other 
• 

• 

• 
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VIII. Adjournment 
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 2:05 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted: 

Ellen M. Johnson 
Executive Assistant to the President & CEO 
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Partnering for a Better Future

Partnership Memorandum Response

October 15th, 2009

This presentation is delivered to you in confidence and is subject to the provisions set forth in the confidentiality agreement executed in July 2007 and amended in September
2009 Without limitation, the proposal set forth herein is a non-binding proposal only and is not intended to create any legal rights or obligations on the part of any party Until
such time, if any, that Highmark and BCBSD enter into a mutually satisfactory Definitive Agreement, no binding arrangement will exist as to any matter set forth herein
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Presentation Contents 

 Executive Summary

 Highmark Overview

 Recommended Solution for BCBSD

 Benefits of Highmark Affiliation for BCBSD
− Access to State of the Art Systems and Technology
− Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
− Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
− Maximum Value to Stakeholders
− Efficient Transition and Integration

 Next Steps / Closing

 Appendix
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Executive Summary
Partnering for a Better Future

The Highmark solution is designed to capitalize on the strengths of both organizations to ensure 
BCBSD w ill be able to continue to support its mission and vision to be the leading health 
benefits company in Delaware. 

• Leading market position

• Strong customer relationships

• Excellent brand reputation

• Management experience and 
expertise

• Comprehensive understanding of 
local market

• Best provider network

• Quality operations

• Proprietary technology and systems

• High performing integrated platform

• Industry-leading capabilities

• Diversified and innovative products

• Strong financial position

• Successful track record of 
affiliation/partnership with Blues

• Maintain strong DE presence and 
continue to leverage history and brand 
reputation

• Build upon strong customer and 
provider relationships

• Common platform to drive efficiencies
• Growth in individual market
• Improved national account 

administration
• Senior market opportunities
• Ancillary products growth

Partnering for a 
Better Future

HM-AG-D-0003
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An affiliation w ith Highmark w ill lead to enhanced financial stability and long-term 
competit iveness for BCBSD.

 Access to State of the Art Systems and Technology
− Proprietary system delivers industry leading performance at competitive cost
− Leverage Highmark’s significant recent information technology investments

 Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
− Expand customer “wallet share” with ancillary products
− Improve speed to market with innovative offerings 
− Products designed for increased consumerism and retail level sales

 Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
− Better positioned to respond to changing industry needs (e.g. healthcare reform, ICD 10)
− National Accounts, informatics, senior products
− Purchasing synergies from enhanced scale

 Maximum Value to Stakeholders
− Continued support of not-for-profit mission
− Commitment to maintaining a strong presence in Delaware

 Efficient Transition and Integration
− Extensive experience and resources
− Proven track record

Executive Summary
A Stronger BCBSD for the Future

HM-AG-D-0004
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Executive Summary
Successful Track Record

Highmark has consistently demonstrated its ability to execute a variety of successful 
strategic relationships w ith Blue P lans, and we plan to draw  upon that experience to create 
and implement a mutually beneficial relationship w ith BCBSD.

Consolidation Affiliation

Administrative Services Partnerships

Joint Venture

Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Panama

*

* Currently being implemented

Blue Cross
Of Western Pennsylvania

HM-AG-D-0005
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The Highmark solution for BCBSD is largely based upon the structure, process and lessons 
learned from our successful affiliation w ith Mountain State BCBS.

 Driving Forces
− Given changing needs of competitive healthcare industry, Mountain State was looking for ways to: 

• Improve services to customers 
• Improve support for employees 
• Position company for financial success 

− Information technology needs and costs to develop
− Looking for Plan that shared philosophy, tradition and values

 Objectives for Affiliation
− Commitment to the non-profit BCBS values, employees, state of West Virginia and improving Mountain 

State’s capital position

 Affiliation Overview
− Two phased approach in 1999 and 2004 - largely a consequence of Ohio situation
− Shared governance role initially; all Highmark in 2004
− Highmark became primary BCBS licensee; guaranteed claims
− Surplus notes provided to replenish capital position

• $10M note in 1999 – improve RBC position
• $25M note in 2005 – intended to assist funding of systems migration – never used (self funded)

Executive Summary
Mountain State Affiliation

HM-AG-D-0006
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Highmark w ill be able to leverage the benefits and lessons learned from the Mountain 
State affiliation to implement a timely and efficient solution for BCBSD.

 Benefits of Affiliation with Highmark
− Significant new capabilities brought to WV market in cost 

effective manner- portals, Medicare Advantage, etc.

− Operational efficiencies and increased quality through automation 
and process improvement

− Access to favorable contractual terms by leveraging Highmark 
relationships- PBM, care management, informatics, etc.

− Increased market share

− Increased financial strength and stability

− Compliant environment

 Lessons Learned
− Understand needs and challenges of a regional plan

− Importance of maintaining strong local presence

− Need to go beyond capabilities and focus on driving efficiencies

− Approach to systems migration

− Preserve operating flexibility

Executive Summary
Mountain State Affiliation

Mountain State BCBS new headquarters – completed September 2009

Scope of Highmark Solution
 Groups: 11,000
 Members: 322,000
 Claims: 9 M converted

4 M claims annually
 Systems/

Capabilities: Actuarial, Sales, Provider, 
Membership, Billing,  
Claims, Customer Service, 
Backend Financial, EDI, 
Reporting/Data Warehouse 

HM-AG-D-0007
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Executive Summary
Mountain State Affiliation
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Mountain State’s financial strength and performance have improved across a number of 
key metrics. 

Recipient of the 
2008 BCBSA 
Inter-P lan 

Programs Plan 
Performance 

Award.  
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 One of 10 largest health insurance companies in the U.S. in terms of membership.
− Health membership of 4.8 million.
− Total membership across all product lines of 30 million.
− $13 billion in annual consolidated revenues and $3.6 billion in reserves.
− Largest not-for-profit Blue Plan (by total revenue).

 “A” rating from both Standard & Poor’s and A.M. Best for our consolidated balance 
sheet, capitalization and market position.

 Approximately 22,000 employees, with over half based outside of Pennsylvania. 

 Among the nation’s leaders in:
− Medicare claims processing (3rd largest by estimated CMS contract revenue)
− Medicare Advantage plans (9th largest by membership)
− Vision managed care (3rd largest by membership)
− Optical retail chain (2nd largest by revenue)
− Dental insurance (7th largest by membership) 
− Stop Loss (5th largest by gross premium)

 $2.5 billion economic impact in our local markets.

 $130 million for programs in support of our corporate mission.

Highmark Overview
Corporate Profile

Highmark is one of the largest diversified health insurers in the United States.

HM-AG-D-0010
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 Highmark’s core markets are western/central Pennsylvania and 
West Virginia.
− Pennsylvania core service areas include the 29 counties 

within western PA and 21 counties in the central PA region.
− Highmark also controls the Blue Cross Blue Shield brand 

license for West Virginia through its controlled affiliate, 
Mountain State BCBS.

 Highmark jointly offers various health insurance products in 
northeastern PA and southwestern PA through joint arrangements 
with BC of NEPA and Independence BC.

 Highmark’s wholly-owned subsidiary Highmark Medicare 
Services (HMS), is the Medicare Administrative Contractor for 
region J12 (PA, DE, NJ, MD and the District of Columbia).
− HMS annually processes more than 100 million fee-for-

service claims for over 4.2 million Medicare members in 
this region.

 Highmark's for-profit subsidiaries operate throughout the United 
States. 
− Over $2.5B revenues outside Highmark’s core.

Highmark Overview
Markets Served

Highmark is a not-for-profit diversified healthcare company w ith a regional mission and a 
national presence.

Northeastern 
Pennsylvania

Central 
Pennsylvania

Greater 
Philadelphia 
Area

Western 
Pennsylvania

West
Virginia

HM-AG-D-0011
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Highmark’s diversified strategy leverages a portfolio of complementary businesses 
and organizations to drive its mission and strategic objectives.

Government Services

For-Profit Subsidiaries

Health Services Government Services

Wholly Owned For Profit Subsidiaries Investments and Affiliates

* Gateway Health Plan is jointly owned with Mercy Health Plan

*

Highmark Overview
Portfolio of Businesses

For-Profit SubsidiariesCommunity



• Western Pennsylvania
• Central Pennsylvania
• Mountain State

• National Accounts
• Administrative Services

HM-AG-D-0012
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Highmark has experience managing a multi-campus organization in an efficient 
manner.

Highmark Overview
Operating Philosophy

Eye Care Centers of America (HVHC), San Antonio, TX
Viva International Group (HVHC), Somerville, NJ
Davis Vision (HVHC), Syracuse, NYUnited Concordia Dental, Harrisburg, PA

Highmark, Pittsburgh, PA
Highmark, Camp Hill, PA
Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield, Parkersburg, WV

United Concordia Dental, Williamsport, PA
United Concordia Dental, Baltimore, MD

United Concordia Dental, Los Angeles, CA

Davis Vision (HVHC), Latham, NY
Davis Vision (HVHC), Philadelphia, NY

Main Campuses*

Select Functions Pittsburgh Camp 
Hill

West 
Virginia

Health Plan Operations 1300 1100 600

Market-facing 140 100 80

Health Services 1100 300 100

Finance (incld. Actuarial 
& underwriting) 200 200 50

Information Systems 800 1000 30

Pittsburgh

Camp Hill

Mountain 
State

* Represents approximate employment levels by function

* Note – Map does not depict over 45 United Concordia Dental and HM Insurance Group regional 
sales offices located across the country. 

Highmark’s family of companies 
has employees in 33 states*

HM-AG-D-0013
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Highmark Overview
Health Enrollment Detail

Western Pennsylvania 
3.2 million

Central Pennsylvania / 
Lehigh Valley
813,000

Northeastern 
Pennsylvania 
367,000

Mountain State BCBS 
270,000

Southeastern 
Pennsylvania
 215,000

Total Membership 
in health care 

programs

4.8*
million

* Includes partner plan enrollment and membership of affiliated companies

BlueCard Membership**

Western Pennsylvania – 310k

Central Pennsylvania/                         
Lehigh Valley – 430k

Mountain State BCBS – 250k

Other Service Areas  – 425k
_____________________________
Total 1,415k

**  Approximate BlueCard membership 
based on April 2009 BCBSA IIPER 
report (by contracts).

HM-AG-D-0014
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$331.9

$517.2
$543.8

$314.1

$384.8

$100.0

$300.0

$500.0

$700.0

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Revenue 
$ In Billions

$0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.5 $0.5$0.3 $0.5 $0.7 $1.1 $1.2$1.0 $1.1 $1.2
$1.3

$7.2 $7.6
$8.4

$8.9
$9.6

$1.4

$0.0

$2.0

$4.0

$6.0

$8.0

$10.0

$12.0

$14.0

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Other HMIG Vision Dental Health

$8.9 $9.6
$10.7

$11.9
$12.8

7.8%
11.7%

10.7%
8.0%

Operating Profit
$ In Millions

4,820

3,910

4,6274,569
4,617

4,369

3,816

3,487

3,172
2,889

2,750

3,500

4,250

5,000

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

16,945

13,509

15,38115,039

14,674

13,500

15,500

17,500

Enrollment by Line of Business 
In Thousands

Vision Health* Dental**

Highmark Overview
Financial Position & Enrollment

*    Includes partner plan enrollment and membership of affiliated companies
**  Dental enrollment represents contracts

HM-AG-D-0015
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Highmark Overview
Diversification

Highmark’s extensive product portfolio and geographic footprint provide significant 
diversification benefits to the organization.

Financial information as of December 31, 2008

Operating Gain excludes any premium deficiency reserves/amortization

HM-AG-D-0016
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Legal Affairs

Regulatory Affairs

Highmark Overview 
Management Structure

Dr. Kenneth Melani
President & CEO

Deborah Rice
EVP, Health Services

Nanette DeTurk
EVP, CAO & CFO

Thomas Kerr
EVP, CMO & CSO

Dan Lebish
EVP, Subsidiary Bus.

Dave Holmberg
President, HVHC

Western PA 
Region

Central PA
Region

Mountain State 
BCBS

National 
Markets

Senior Markets

Dave O’Brien
EVP, Govt Services

ECCA
(Retail)

Davis Vision
(Managed Care)

Viva
(Design/License)

Information
Systems

Finance/
Accounting

Human 
Resources

Treasury

Enterprise Risk
Management

Product Mgmt. 
& Devlp.

Corp. Marketing
& Consumerism

Corporate
Communications

Corporate 
Advertising

Corporate
Strategy & Devlp.

United  
Concordia Dental

HM Insurance 
Group

IMC

Highmark 
Medicare Services

Government 
Affairs

Community &
Health Initiatives

Corporate
Affairs

Elizabeth Farbacher
EVP, Chief Audit / 
Compliance Officer

Gary Truitt
EVP, General 

Counsel

Internal Audit

Integrity / Privacy / 
Compliance

Actuarial / 
Underwriting

Highmark Caring 
Foundation

Highmark
Foundation

Operations

Provider / 
Network  Mgmt.

Medical
Management

Informatics

HM-AG-D-0017
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Highmark’s corporate strategy is based on five imperatives:

 Social Responsibility – To fulfill our corporate mission, Highmark is focused on keeping quality 
health care programs available to all segments of the community.

 Employee Value – Highmark’s strength is in our people, and the synergy of different skills, talents, 
potential and backgrounds drives our success.

 Customer Value – Our goal is to ensure member choice while implementing effective management 
programs designed to improve the quality of care received by our members.

 Financial Stability – Highmark's financial strength acts as assurance that we will stand behind our 
obligations to customers, and exists to further our mission and values.

 Growth – Highmark continually seeks growth opportunities as a means of providing scale, 
generating operational efficiencies, and eliminating unnecessary redundancies in an effort to better 
serve our customers.

Highmark Overview
Corporate Strategy

HM-AG-D-0018
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Government 
Reform

Monitor key market 
uncertainties and 

proactively implement 
contingent strategies, in 

order to maximize 
opportunities and 

mitigate risk

3. Improve Operational Effectiveness

1.1 Establish an integrated face to the market 

Anchor Strategy:
Differentiate through Customer Intimacy

2.2 Leverage Enterprise assets and capabilities to 
grow revenue (through various business 
models and relationships)

2.1 Optimize financial and strategic returns from 
outside of core markets

Focus on Innovation
Develop and maintain an innovation engine to continually search for new opportunities to improve or grow the Enterprise

1.2 Become the market leader in Consumerism

1.3 Become the market leader in retail sales / 
marketing

1.5 Expand role and leverage within overall 
healthcare value chain

Contingent 
Strategies

2. Outside of Core Markets
Grow profitably in order to create economies of scale and 

support the Core Markets

1.4 Achieve pricing flexibility for small group market

1. Core Markets (PA, WV)
Increase market and wallet share at both Group and 

Individual levels

Highmark Overview
Enterprise Anchor Strategies

Highmark’s enterprise anchor strategy is focused on differentiation through customer 
intimacy.

HM-AG-D-0019
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Recommended Solution for BCBSD 
Background of Highmark-BCBSD Discussions

Highmark and BCBSD began discussions around a strategic relationship in 2007.

 In 2007 Highmark and IBC jointly responded to an RFP for a strategic relationship
− Initial joint response submitted in September 2007 with follow-up presentation in November 2007.
− Due to constraints caused by Highmark/IBC consolidation efforts, proposed two phase approach.

• Phase 1 – Migration of BCBSD to Highmark Platform
• Phase 2 – Affiliation execution

− Core health platform, leading edge solutions and complementary health/ancillary offerings provided 
by Highmark.

 Simultaneously, Highmark and IBC were engaged in consolidation discussions
− Consolidation would have driven significant administrative savings, expanded access to healthcare 

and provided substantial economic stimulus to the PA economy. 
− Over 20 months of due diligence, consolidation planning and working with PA DOI.
− US DOJ cleared proposed consolidation in May 2007 and in July 2008.
− PA DOI conditions to approve the consolidation included relinquishing of Blue Cross or Blue Shield 

brand, citing “competition was the key issue here”.
− Highmark and IBC withdraw application January 2009.

HM-AG-D-0021
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Recommended Solution for BCBSD 
Partnership Objectives

Based on the August 2009 partnership memorandum, we understand that BCBS Delaware 
is interested in establishing a long term strategic partnership that accomplishes the 
follow ing objectives:

 Provides access to next generation systems and technology

 Supports a full array of health and related products

 Encompasses innovative tools and information services

 Delivers value to customers, providers, employees and the community

 Represents a good cultural fit

 Provides for an efficient transition and implementation plan

We believe Highmark is the best partner to address all of BCBSD’s identified 
objectives.

HM-AG-D-0022
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Recommended Solution for BCBSD
BCBSD’s Fit with Vision and Strategy

Note – BCBSA membership information as of 6/30/09

Highmark believes an affiliation w ith BCBSD best positions both companies for long term 
success. 

 Industry forces require plans to become more 
efficient operators.

 Leveraging economies of scale is critical to 
restraining costs.

 Independent plans will increasingly struggle over 
the next 5-10 years to make the necessary 
investments to remain competitive.

 Plans will look to affiliations, mergers and for-
profit conversions to survive.

 Independent not-for-profit Blues must look to 
regionally focused affiliations.
− Preserves focus on social mission.
− Balances benefits of scale and streamlined 

operations with local market 
presence/identity.

− Synergies from geographic proximity 
(demographics, markets, cultures, etc.).

BCBSMA 
(2.8M)

BCBSMN 
(2.5M)

WellMark 
(1.6M)

ABCBS  
(1.1M)

BCBSLA  
(0.8M)

BCBSMS 
(0.8M) BCBSAL  

(3.7M)
BCBSFL  

(3.0M)

BCBSSC  
(1.3M)

BCBSNC  
(2.9M)BCBSTN  

(2.6M)

BCBSMI  
(5.7M)

HealthNow 
(0.7M)

Excellus  
(1.6M)

BCBSVT  
(0.2M)

Horizon 
(4.1M)

CareFirst 
(2.9M)

Independent BCBS Plans (Members1)

NEPA 
(0.4M)

IBC     
(2.4M)

BCBSRI 
(0.6M)

BCBSD 
(0.4M)

HM-AG-D-0023
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Highmark's recommended solution addresses all of BCBSD's stated partnership objectives 
and w ill result in a more financially secure and competit ive BCBSD that can continue to 
fulfill its local social mission and vision for years to come.

Organization  Non-stock, Delaware corporation 
d/b/a BCBS Delaware

Legal Structure  Controlled Affiliate

Sole Member  Highmark

Board of Directors  Highmark appoints directors
 Potential for DE residents
 Existing BOD transition

BCBSA License  Highmark to hold BCBS license
 Claims Guarantee

Key Agreements  Affiliation Agreement
 Administrative Services Agreement

Summary

 Speed to close and transaction simplicity
 Maintain local focus
 Increased chance of approval
 Leverage Highmark experience with West Virginia
 Local control of surplus

Benefits of Structure

Strategic Options

ASP ASP / BPO* Joint Venture 
(NEPA)

Affiliation Merger

Mountain 
State  
1999

Capabilities 
Only

Extensive 
Integration

Mountain 
State  
2009

Level of Integration

Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Proposed Structure

* Application Service Provider / Business Process Outsourcing 

HM-AG-D-0024
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Similar to Highmark’s subsidiaries and controlled affiliate, BCBSD would be governed by its 
own Board of Directors.

Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Governance Illustration 

BCBSD 
Board of Directors

Tim Constantine
President, BCBSD

Potential Board Composition
• Current BCBSD Board members

• BCBSD Management

• Highmark Management

• Highmark BOD members

• Members from Delaware community

• Business leaders

• Community leaders

• Union representatives

HM-AG-D-0025
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 Preserve market-facing functions in the Delaware market.

 Leverage policies and procedures across the organization to minimize/eliminate compliance and control 
issues.

 Achieve efficiencies from enhanced productivity and reduced duplicative functions.

 Minimize the impact on local employment levels as much as possible.
− Flexibility on timing and nature of any required impacts.
− May be able to offset impacts by identifying additional employment growth opportunities (e.g. DE 

business growth, Highmark enterprise positions, new business ventures).

Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Integration Guiding Principles

The follow ing guiding principles w ill be used to develop a comprehensive integration plan.

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

HM-AG-D-0026
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Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Integration Planning Process

A team from Highmark and BCBSD w ill work together to develop a detailed integration plan 
for the Day 1 and End State organization.

 Timing of integration planning shaped by regulatory review process.
− Expect majority of the integration planning activities to be conducted during the regulatory approval process (~12-18 

months).

 Integration planning will encompass both systems migration activities and organizational integration, though converting BCBSD to
Highmark’s core platform will be the top priority.

 Leverage insights from best practices and past experiences.
− Development of joint integration teams with dedicated senior management resources. 
− Utilize analytical, data-driven process to determine areas of integration.

 Key steps include:
− Project Management and Organization (teams, charters, work plans, etc.)
− Data Collection and Assessment
− Integration Design
− Transition Planning
− Final Integration Plan

 The timing of the integration will be sequenced to maximize efficiencies while preserving business stability.

 Potential to offer certain high priority capabilities on a contractual basis during waiting period – to ensure market needs are 
addressed in a timely manner (National Accounts, Senior Products, etc.).

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process
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Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Day 1 Organization Overview 

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

 Organizational reporting for market-facing functions 
with support from corporate.

 Functional reporting for middle/back office and 
corporate functions.

 Minimal impact on day to day operations and 
staffing.

 Consistent policies/procedures across organization.

 Ensures consistent functional management across 
organizations.

 Facilitates sharing best practices.

 Provides guidance into End State planning.

As Highmark’s fourth core health market, BCBSD would be an integral part of Highmark’s 
operations.

Highmark

Health Medicare 
ServicesVision Other 

Subsidiaries

Western
Pennsylvania

Central 
Pennsylvania

West Virginia

Delaware

ECCA

Davis

Viva

UCD

HMIG

IMC

Support 
Areas

Regionally 
Defined 
Markets
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 Dual reporting accountability
− BCBSD board of directors
− Highmark’s EVP Health Services

 Senior Executive within Health Services organization
− Involved in strategic planning process for health services

 Responsible for governance of DE operations
− P&L responsibility
− Direct reporting for all market-facing functions

• Sales and distribution
• Provider management (contracting, relationships)
• Regulatory matters/lobbying
• Regional community affairs

− Functional reporting for all support services – dotted line relationship
− Additional accountability for working with other Highmark subsidiaries to 

cross-sell ancillary products and services

Highmark’s Market Presidents are the face of their organizations in the community and key 
members of the parent company’s senior management team.

Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Market President Role

Deborah Rice
EVP, Health Services

Dan O’Malley
President, Western PA 

Region

Dr. Kenneth Melani
President & CEO

Mike Fiaschetti
President, Central PA 

Region

Fred Earley
President, Mountain 

State BCBS

Tim Constantine
President, BCBSD

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

BCBSD
Board of Directors
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BCBSD would have a management structure similar to Mountain State today, using a 
combination of organizational and functional reporting lines. 

Highmark

Health 
Services

BCBSD
Tim Constantine, 

President

Highmark 
IT

Highmark 
Finance

Highmark
HR

Highmark Support Services

BCBSD 
Finance

BCBSD 
IT

BCBSD 
HR

Delaware 
Support Services

Sales & 
Distribution

Provider 
Management

Regulatory/
Lobbying

Delaware Market-
Facing Functions

Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Day 1 Management Structure Illustration

Highmark
Operations

BCBSD 
Operations

Regional  
Community Affairs

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

BCBSD 
Board of Directors
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Recommended Solution for BCBSD
End State Organization Overview

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

 Market facing functions continue to be delivered locally in 
the End State with support from corporate areas.

 Leverage efficiencies of shared service or centralized 
service model, where appropriate.

 Timing and degree of consolidation will vary by function.

 Migration to common systems will enable each function to 
transition from Day 1 organization to a fully integrated 
End State.

The End State vision is an integrated group of companies that balances the benefits of 
consolidation and streamlined operations w ith preservation of strong local market presence.

Pittsburgh

Camp Hill

Mountain 
State

Wilmington

 Continued local delivery of all market facing functions with support from corporate.

 Most functions will be supported at some level by employees from all four core markets.

 Market Presidents will have access to dedicated resources in key support areas (i.e. Finance P&L Resources, 
Actuarial & Underwriting, etc.).

HM-AG-D-0031
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Recommended Solution for BCBSD
End State Operating Model

Corporate

Finance (Actuarial & Underwriting)
Information Technology
Legal
Human Resources

Back Office

Member Service

Provider Relations

Medical Management

Informatics

Sales & Distribution

Front/Middle Office

Product / Marketing

Locally Managed Shared Services Centralized Support Services

Other Corporate Services

Claims

Functions

The level of integration in the End State Operating Model w ill vary by functional area.  

Provider Contracting

Regulatory / Lobbying
Regional Community Affairs

Compliance

Billing
Enrollment

Provider Service

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

The Shared Services model entails 
consolidated functions supported by 

employees in each geographic region.

The Centralized Support model entails 
functions that will be supported 

primarily by geographically centralized
employees. 

The Locally Managed model entails 
functions that will be managed and 

delivered by local employees.
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Recommended Solution for BCBSD
End State Operating Model

Corporate /Administrative 
Functions

Back Office / Operational 
Functions

Locally Managed 

Supported primarily by employees staffed centrally

Centralized Capabilities / 
Resources

The End State organizational structure w ill leverage three different operating models to 
support customers in a cost effective manner.

Shared Services Model Centralized Support Services Model 

DelawareWVPA

Resources / tools / best practices shared between 
geographies

DelawareWVWPA CPA

Delaware

WVWPA

CPA

Consolidated functions supported by employees in each  
geographic region

Managed and delivered by local employees

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

Shared Service staff locations
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Stakeholder / Community Communication

Highmark would work closely w ith BCBSD to develop a detailed operational integration 
plan.

Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Operational Integration Timeline

Share Best Practices & Leverage Highmark Capabilities

Year One Post-Approval Year Two Post-ApprovalRegulatory Approval

HR, Compensation, Benefits Migration

re-Close Planning Implement End State Organization

Product /  Marketing Strategy

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

Day One Organization
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Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Technology / Systems Integration 

 Recommend migrating BCBSD to a single, core technology 
footprint. 
− Enables rapid speed to value with technology

and process improvements.

 Potentially leverage select BCBSD business processes
and systems in some areas.
− Depends on cost/quality and compatibility within

new systems footprint.

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

Highmark w ill leverage its past experience in systems migrations to convert BCBSD to the 
core platform in an efficient manner w ith minimal disruption to the business.

 Systems migration includes following key steps:
−

Core Administrative System

HM-AG-D-0035
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Regulatory Approval

Implementation
Strategy

Plan & 
Mobilize

Monitor & Control Program
Signoff 
& Close

Infra/Security Setup
Network Connectivity

Testing &
Deployment

Training &
Communication Plg

Requirement
Definition

Training, Perf. Support,
Communications Prep

Test & 
Launch

Organizational Readiness and Support

Environment Setup

Our experience has shown that for a plan the size of Delaware, migrating the entire book of 
business at once is not only feasible but provides the best balance of speed and risk mitigation.

Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Technology / Systems Integration Timeline

Year One Post-Approval Year Two Post-Approval

EDI, Transaction Routing, Trading Partner Connectivity

Member, Group, Provider Databases
Testing &

Deployment

Phase Two Conversion – Subject Area Databases

Testing &
Deployment

Phase One Conversion – Front End

Actuarial Support, Ad Hoc Analysis/Data Mining, Operational Reporting Testing &
Deployment

Phase Three Conversion – Back-End Data Analysis & Reporting

HR, Finance, Sales, Contracting Testing &
Deployment

Phase Four Conversion – Administrative

Claims, Enrollment, Billing, Benefits, Customer Service Testing &
Deployment

Phase Five Conversion – Core Transactional Applications

Leadership, Governance, and Mobilization

Day 1 
Organization

End State 
Organization

Integration
Planning

Integration Process

Pre-Close Planning
Current State Assessment

Creation of Migration 
Guiding Principles
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Based on the information provided to date, we believe the cost required to fully migrate 
BCBSD to Highmark’s systems w ill be in the $25 - $40 million range. 

 Cost categories include:
− Core platform (includes claims, membership, billing, data warehouse, reporting, etc.)
− Product, pricing and distribution
− Finance/HR
− Medical/Network mgmt

 Significant savings relative to Deloitte’s estimates from capability assessment of over $100M.

 Cost estimates were developed using information provided by BCBSD and information from Highmark’s experience with 
other comparable migrations and recent ASP/BPO proposals.

 We look forward to working with BCBSD to refine these estimates during the due diligence phase.

 Highmark would be prepared to provide surplus notes to BCBSD to fund a portion of the investment if it were deemed 
necessary to preserve BCBSD’s capital position.
− Similar to Mountain State- note made available but not used.
− Highmark has the resources available to provide notes (if necessary).

Recommended Solution for BCBSD
Integration Plan Implementation Cost

Savings associated with the integration need to be considered in conjunction with 
investment costs.
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 Proprietary system delivers industry leading performance at competitive cost.

 Single, scalable & flexible platform that can support diverse customer and product types. 

 Significant recent investments made to deliver innovative tools and allow for additional enhancements to 
meet future market demands.

 Extensive resources available to help BCBSD meet the requirements of its local market.

 Better positioned to respond to rapidly changing industry needs (e.g. healthcare reform, ICD 10).

 Recognized as a leader in information technology.

State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
Summary

Highmark’s state-of-the-art technology and systems w ill enable BCBSD to meet the 
evolving needs of its customer base. 
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Factor 2001 2009 Value
System Consolidation  Scalability & Flexibility
Functionality  

 

 Speed-to-Market
& Differentiation

Operating Efficiency  Lower Admin & Fewer Defects

Quality  Best Performing among Large 
Blues

Other Plans Using 
System

   Membership Growth
& Plan Partnerships

State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
History of Technology and Systems

Over the past 10 years, Highmark has made information technology and systems a key 
strategic differentiator. 
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Diverse Customer Segments
 Consumer / Direct Pay
 Small through Large Regional Group
 National & Jumbo Accounts
 Special Need Accounts

Broad Business Segments
 Commercial
 Government Sponsored / ABC/ CHIP
 Private Label (ASP/BPO)
 Medicare Advantage
 MediGap
 FEP
 World Wide Host

Other Tools & Attributes

Highmark’s Core Operations Processing Platform

Single, scalable & flex ible platform enables business grow th while driving operations 
performance and efficiency, and customer & provider satisfaction.

State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
Overview of Platform
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BCBSA ScoreCard MTM

State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
Performance Metrics

% Claims Processed < 30 Days

Pass Thru Rate BlueCard

BCBSD w ill benefit from Highmark’s industry leading tools and processes that drive 
consistently high performance metrics. 

Operations Administrative PMPM
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State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
Efficient Operations

Migration to Highmark’s systems w ill enhance BCBSD’s ability to achieve a more competit ive 
administrative cost position. 

MEAN

Highmark Administrative Costs PMPM vs. Industry
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 Consumerism

 National & 
Local 
Differentiation

 Plan 
Partnerships

 Competition
 Reduce costs in several areas including claims, 

Information Services Group, customer service and front 
end.

Administrative 
Efficiency

 Bring a new product to market faster by making system 
changes easier and more reliable.

Speed to Market

 Enterprise goal of an adaptable architecture.
 Easier to maintain due to cleaner code, componentized 

environment, improved documentation and GUI 
screens. 

Architecture to 
Position for Large Scale 
Growth

 Real Time Claim Processing
 Member Level Processing
 Emerging Benefit Designs & Products 
 Seamless Processing
 ASP / BPO Expansion

New Capabilities
Key

Market 
Drivers

State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
Legacy Modernization

BCBSD’s customers w ill benefit from the recent $360M investment that Highmark has 
made and w ill continue to make in new  capabilit ies and operational improvements.

Development Goals Outcomes
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 Real-Time Estimation 
− Allows providers to determine accurate member liability.

 Real-Time Claim Adjudication
− Allows providers to submit a claim that is processed in real-time at 

the point of service. 

 Accelerated Payment
− Increases speed of Highmark payment to providers if they 

participate in Real-Time and EFT/paperless programs. 

Highmark’s Real-Time solutions were developed to help increase collection of member 
responsibility at the point of service and to help enable a retail experience.

State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
Real-Time Solutions

Provider Office Quotes
“Submitting a claim is easy.  I  feel like there must be 
more to it !”

“If we didn’t have the Real-Time Estimation tool, then 
the patient wouldn’t have said anything about having a 
deductible and we would have missed the opportunity 
to collect at the time of service.”

“I see this as a great value to us.”

“I love (real-time capabilities). I can’t 
imagine any provider not loving using the 
Portal for these transactions.”
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Key Facts
 Opened December 2005

 Cost of $43 million, 87,000 Sq. Ft.

 Designed to accommodate future needs

 Tier 3 Certified – Ability to shut down parts of the center 
without interruption to production

 Top of the line physical security

 Latest mainframe technology – Includes LINUX

 Remote data replication for disaster recovery

Data Center, Camp Hill, PA

Highmark owns and operates one of the most advanced data centers in the industry today.

State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
Data Center
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 Annual IT budget ~$385M

 2,068 employees + 361 contractors

− 52% Camp Hill, PA

− 42% Pittsburgh, PA

− 6% Telecommuter

 Supporting multiple strategic efforts

 Meeting significant regulatory challenges

Strategic

Efforts

With a large and dedicated team, Highmark is a recognized leader in providing value-based 
information systems innovation and development.

State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
Department Overview
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 Highmark has consistently been ranked on 
Information Week magazine's annual listing of the 
nation's top 500 innovators of information 
technology- ranked 2nd among health insurers in 
2009.

 Computerworld magazine named Highmark the 
country’s top “green” information technology 
company in 2008.

 Ranked in “CIO 100” in 2006 CIO Magazine.

 Earned the 2005 “Low Cost, High Performing Plan” 
Award from the Federal Employee Program (FEP).

Recognized as a leader in information technology.

State-of-the-Art Technology and Systems
Industry Awards & Recognition
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 Comprehensive product portfolio designed to meet the unique needs of different customer segments.
− Large and small employers
− Individuals
− Seniors
− National Accounts
− Medical Assistance

 Opportunity to grow revenues and customer retention by leveraging Highmark’s integrated offering of 
ancillary products and services.

 Recent system investments to enable innovative new product offerings.

 Better positioned to respond to rapidly changing industry needs.

 Faster time to market with new differentiating products.

BCBSD w ill be able to offer its customers an extensive portfolio of innovative products and 
services. 

Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Summary
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Medical Products Administrative Services

Ancillary ProductsGovernment Programs

o PPO
o EPO
o Indemnity
o Retiree
o HDHP
o Spending Accounts: HSA, HRA, FSA
o Prescription Drug

o Productivity/ Absence 
Management

o Care Management
o Health Promotion
o Worksite Wellness

o Vision
o Dental
o Productivity Management
o COBRA Administration
o Employer Stop Loss
o Worksite Voluntary Plans
o Limited Medical Benefit

o Claims Processing
o Member Services
o Enrollment
o Billing
o Pharmacy Management
o Reporting/Data 

Management

Highmark, in conjunction w ith its subsidiary companies and affiliates, offers a full array 
of health insurance and related products and services required by its customers: 
employers, individuals, government and health plans. 

o Medicare Advantage 
HMO and PPO

o Medicare Part D
o Individual Medigap
o Group Medicare 

Complement
o Medicaid (via 

Gateway Health Plan)

Comprehensive and Innovative products and services
Portfolio of Products

o adultBasic, CHIP
o Caring Program 

o SpecialCare 
(Traditional BC/BS)
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Wholesale Product Platform

Ongoing support of product infrastructure (benefits, capabilities)

BlueAccount Products

Engaging consumers through 
financial incentives

Lifestyle Products

Engaging consumers by 
rewarding behavior

Supporting Tools

Providing the tools and information for consumers to make choices

Highmark’s product strategy aims to transition our membership from traditional, wholesale 
products into products that engage and empower consumers in making healthcare 
decisions.

Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Product Strategy
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Product Design 
& Development

Retail 
Marketing & 
Sales

Segmentation & 
Insight

Definition Capability

 The ability to increase the relevance of Highmark's product, brand, 
and consumer experience to target consumers through 
segmentation and consumer insight. It also helps the ability to then 
deliver personalized, consistent, and continuous consumer channel 
experiences.

• Segmentation
• Web Analytics 
• Other channel feedback/analytics (stores, customer 

service, etc.)
• Single member record

 The ability to attract and retain target segments by bringing new 
products, services, and programs to market.

• New "Blue" Individual products 
• Integrated products
• Non-health insurance related products
• Retail (consumer) loyalty/rewards program

 Group Wholesale & Retail Marketing - The ability to develop 
tailored group purchaser product recommendations and marketing 
campaigns based on group and consumer (employee) segmentation 
insight.

 Retail Sales and Distribution - The ability to extend Highmark's 
reach to target segments through new and enhanced distribution 
channels.

 Campaign Management - The ability to develop, execute, and 
analyze in-bound and out-bound consumer marketing campaigns 
based on consumer insight; additionally, to deliver a consistent 
consumer experience and to increase marketing effectiveness and 
efficiency.

• Group ID and marketing data repository
• Group Campaigns integrated with SFA and 

eventually the portal
• Store/Mobile Unit Expansion
• Channel Strategy and Execution
• Online Enrollment, Service, Billing and Activation 
• Inbound and outbound campaigns, feedback to 

database and reporting 
• Marketing operational model to execute campaign 

throughout all companies 
• Content management system 

Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Consumerism Capabilities

To facilitate this transition, Highmark has made significant investments in consumerism and 
retail marketing capabilit ies. 
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As costs increase, new  technologies shift paradigms, and regulation upends the market; 
innovation emerges as the key value driver in the new  environment.

Product Enhancements Health Delivery Reform

 Identify new product and 
benefit designs that are 
attractive to the market or that 
incentivize optimal physician 
and member behaviors to drive 
quality and reduce costs.

 Tap into new modes of care 
delivery that emphasize 
efficiency by delivering the 
right type/level of care for any 
situation.

 Understand the impact that 
reform will have on the market; 
abandon ideas that won’t 
survive; develop ideas that fill 
new niches.

Description

Examples of 
opportunity 
spaces within 
Highmark

 Dynamic Benefits that drive 
good health behaviors can 
reduce health care costs and 
allow significant price 
differentiation.

 Alternative delivery models such 
as Worksite Clinics, 
Telemedicine, and Medical Home 
can provide more efficient care 
and can leverage technology to 
increase effectiveness.

 Reform may create opportunities 
by mandating technological 
adoption, or creating co-ops that 
will require processing services 
much as Highmark Medicare 
Services processes for CMS.

Highmark has a dedicated team focused on Innovation strategy and development.

Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Innovation
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Capability Product Opportunities

Dynamic Benefits Dynamic Benefits plans are clinically-focused 
on integrating health plan benefits with disease 
management resources which react to changes 
in members’ health status or engagement. 
Members are rewarded when they actively 
manage their chronic conditions or high risk 
behavior throughout the benefit year.

 Eliminate barriers to care and increase compliance with standards of care
 Provide customized cost-sharing to individual participants based on their 

compliance
 Drive greater satisfaction with benefit designs
 Incentivize participants through benefit designs to follow healthy 

behaviors 

Member-Level 
Benefits

Member level benefits will enable family 
members to enroll in product designs based on 
individual choice. This means that the 
subscriber and his/her dependents may have 
different benefit designs based on plan 
selection. 

 Innovative way of offering a variety of products to our mid and large 
groups to attract new and retain existing customers with increased 
product choices and flexibility

 Leverage capabilities developed by legacy modernization to offer small 
group employers unique solutions for dependent coverage

 Support Consumerism and member engagement strategies offering plan 
choices that can be made based on individual needs vs. coverage needs 
of all family members

Mass 
Customization

Mass Customization will offer clients and 
members the ability to customize benefits/cost-
sharing options.

 Create modular benefits to facilitate product, benefit and service 
standardization, as well as process streamlining

 Create web-based client and member facing benefit selection tools that 
will enable consumers to customize benefit designs and increase 
knowledge about the cost of healthcare 

 Generate value by leveraging efficiencies gained by Highmark’s benefit 
modernization project

Highmark continues to work on future product and benefit designs that are market leading 
and that incentivize optimal provider/ member behaviors to drive quality and reduce costs.

Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Innovative New Products
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By leveraging Highmark’s integrated portfolio of health and ancillary products and services, 
BCBSD w ill be able to increase its “wallet share” and retention of key accounts.

Family of Companies

Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Cross Selling Opportunities

Top 10 Accounts
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Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Ancillary Products – Vision

 HVHC Inc. provides vision care solutions through its Davis Vision, 
Inc. (managed care), Viva International Group (frame design & 
distribution) and Eye Care Centers of America (retail) subsidiaries.

 HVHC, with revenues over $1.2 billion, is one the largest vision care 
companies in the world.

 Davis Vision, the 3rd largest managed vision care company, provides 
comprehensive coverage to more than 50 million individuals 
nationwide, including 17 million funded members and an additional 
33 million “discount” members.

 HVHC’s optical retail segment is the 3rd largest in the nation and 
operates over 500 retail stores in 39 states.

 Viva is a worldwide leader in optical and sunglass design and 
distribution, with exclusive licensing rights of leading brands such as 
Guess, Harley-Davidson and Gant.

HVHC Inc. is a leading integrated vision care solutions provider, w ith a managed care, frame 
design & distribution, and retail subsidiaries.  

• Davis Vision has a current 
relationship with BCBSD covering 
6,500 vision lives.

• Activities are occurring to increase 
auto quoting of Vision with Health 
quotes.

• Education of the BCBSD sales 
force, development of sales 
incentive plans and completion of 
improved marketing materials are 
all in process and expected to 
increase the Vision penetration rate 
with the BCBSD customers.

Relationship w ith BCBSD 
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Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Ancillary Products – Vision Clients & Brands

Davis Vision Clients Eye Care Centers of America Store Brands 

Viva International Brand Portfolio*

*   The above marks are the property of the respective owners and are not the property of the 
Company or any of its affiliates.
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Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Ancillary Products – Dental

 UCD serves more than 7.9 million members and has over $1.5 billion of revenues.

 UCD is currently performing under a 5-year TriCare Dental Program (Deptartment of Defense) contract, 
serving more than 1.8 million worldwide members. 

 UCD has one of the nation’s largest dental networks with more than 68,000 dentists at over 100,500 
practicing locations offering an average 26% discount nationally – all dentists are contracted directly with 
UCD.

 Private label opportunities are available to provide BCBS of Delaware with a Blue-branded Dental product 
for customers while utilizing UCD economies of scale for a lower priced Dental product.

 UCD has worked collaboratively with several Blue plans to generate deep Dental penetration within the 
Blues medical membership.
− Independence Blue Cross 
− Blue Cross of Northeastern PA
− Blue Cross Blue Shield of Arkansas (1998-2007)

United Concordia Dental (“UCD”) is one of the nation’s largest dental insurance companies. 
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Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Ancillary Products – Dental Clients
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Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Ancillary Products – HM Insurance Group

 HMIG is a leading national Stop Loss carrier, with the experience and risk 
management expertise to underwrite and service a wide range of health risk 
exposures of employers and their employees. This year HMIG will generate 
more than $400 million in Stop Loss revenues.

 The HMIG Stop Loss product provides self-funded employers with seamless 
service spanning from reduced documentation Stop Loss underwriting 
through electronic claim submission processes.

 As a subsidiary of Highmark BCBS, HMIG is able to create products and 
services to complement the unique business needs of Blue organizations and 
their customers. HM Insurance Group has relationships with more than 30 
Blue related companies. 

 The HMIG product portfolio includes an array of products that assist 
employers in addressing gaps in their risk profile (Stop Loss, Workers 
Compensation) or the risks experienced by employees (Limited Medical 
Benefit and Worksite products).

 HMIG markets exclusively through producer relationships, treating 
producers’ and policyholders’ business with urgency and consistency, 
providing direct access to decision makers and senior executives.

HM Insurance Group (“HMIG”) offers a product portfolio of health-risk solutions to 
employers and employees. 

Relationship w ith BCBSD 

• HMIG has $2.5 million of 
annualized Stop Loss premiums with 
BCBSD today.

• Previously provided reinsurance 
protection to defined segments.

• Currently HMIG writes Stop Loss 
policies directly to BCBSD 
customers in cooperation with the 
BCBSD sales force.

• Opportunities exist to expand these 
approaches as needed by BCBSD.

• BCBSD’s migration to Highmark’s 
platform would enable Highmark to 
further improve/streamline the 
administration (joint billing etc.) of 
Stop Loss for the BCBSD self-
funded customers. 
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Comprehensive and Innovative Products and Services
Ancillary Products – Productivity Management

Industrial Medical Consultants (“IMC”) is a unique productivity management company that 
provides organizations w ith client-focused programs that increase employee and 
organizational efficiency.

Corporate Medical Interventions Absence Management Programs

• Focused Health Care Resolution 
Strategy/Analysis/Implement

• Specialty Program Development and  
Implementation

• Risk Assessment
• Focused Safety Consulting
• Data Mining

(Assess and Decrease Risk) (Loss Control) (Strategy and Prevention)

Professional Consulting Services

• Health Care Resource Support
• Scheduling Services
• Provider Panel Establishment Analysis
• Dedicated Medical Director Program
• Executive Physical Program and Protocols
• Medical Review Officer Functions
• Development of Capitated Ancillary 

Service Programs

• Physician Driven Case Review and Case 
Management Services

• Trauma Oversight and Management
• 24/7 Physician Access
• First Report of Absence Program
• Structured Claims Review Sessions
• Disability Retirement/Pension Analysis
• Second Level/Third Level/Final Appeals 

Processing
• “Shock” Claim Review

IMC Clients
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Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Summary

 Rapidly changing industry requires significant investment in a variety of capabilities to ensure 
competitiveness.

 BCBDS will be able to leverage Highmark's infrastructure and functional resources to offer additional 
value to its customers.
− National Account
− Senior Products
− Medical and health management
− Informatics

 Access to recent investment in tools and capabilities to address current and future market needs.
− Consumerism / Direct Marketing
− Retail stores and mobile marketing
− Portal capabilities
− Other resources

Highmark has a w ide array of capabilit ies and resources that w ill enable BCBSD to 
differentiate itself in its market place.
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Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Source of Differentiation

While price, network, service, and brand are still important, increasing attention is given to 
new  “battlefield value” criteria (e.g., data informatics, behavior change, productivity 
management, etc.) as a source of differentiation.

Perceived Value

Differentiating
Factors

Requirements
to Play

•Network Access

•Network Discounts

•Admin Service and Support

•Admin Cost Management

•Traditional Medical Management

•Standard Performance Guarantees

•Flexible Underwriting

•Core Product/Offerings

•Brand/Image

•Specialty Networks

•Integration Across Value Chain 
and LOBs

•CDHP/HDHP

•Clinical Guarantees

•Custom Reporting
•Online Tools

•Health and Productivity Management
•Behavior Change/Care Management

•Provider Transparency

New Battlefield
Value Criteria

•Sales Effectiveness

BCBS traditionally 
lags in these areas

BCBS traditionally 
performs well in 

these areas

Ac
tiv

iti
es

Market rewards those that 
are able to reliably 

demonstrate these abilities

Market penalty imposed for 
lack of these items, but no 
rewards for having them

High

High

Low
Low

M
arket R

ew
ard

M
ar

ke
t P

en
al

ty

•Data Informatics

•Multi•-•Year Sales Guarantees

•Consultative Sales/
Account Management

Source: ChapterHouse
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BCBSD w ill be able to leverage Highmark’s extensive National Account capabilit ies and 
experience to retain and grow  its large group business.

2009 YTD* National 
Account Statistics

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
National Account Capabilities

 Our national account capabilities start with a foundation of:
− Strong claim and customer service platform.
− Industry leading client management.
− National Bluecard network.

 Required Capabilities

 Total Claims Processed:

 Average Claims 
Processed Monthly:  

 Total Phone 
Calls Received:

 Average Speed 
of Answer: 

 Abandoned Percentage: 

* 2009 YTD represents January to September 
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 Highmark services a large and diverse national 
account (1000+ employees) portfolio that has 
grown significantly.

 Sold over 95% of the available National Accounts 
headquartered in Western PA, and over 70% in 
Central PA.

 Customer retention has been at 98%+ since 2004 in 
our local markets.

 Performance measured by the monthly BCBSA 
Inter-Plan Index has been excellent. Consistently 
ranked #1 or #2 in our peer group for the past 3 
years.

The National Account market has expressed its confidence in Highmark.

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
National Account Capabilities

14

Battlefield Value Criteria
“Differentiating Factors”

ChapterHouse

Data Informatics (Intelimedix)

Behavior Change/Care Management

Health and Productivity Management 
(IMC)

Online Tools

Custom Reporting (Clinical)

Provider Transparency

Clinical Guarantees

CDHP/HDHP

Specialty Networks

Multi-Year Sales Guarantees

Integration Across Value Chain and LOBs

Consultative Sales and 
Account Management

 Outstanding audit results have been achieved, contributing to Highmark’s credibility with major 
consulting firms.

 National Account Plan Partner growth leverages Highmark’s investments and commitment to being 
competitive, while providing partners with access to value driving capabilities and services.
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National Account Plan Partner Business: 240,000 members

Since ’01                                                Since ’03                                                  Since ‘04

Since ’07                                                Since ‘09

Highmark makes national account capabilit ies available to other Blue P lans so they can 
compete for national business in their service areas.   

Greg P. Hanley, CPA – Director, National & Self Insured Accounts – BCBS 
Louisiana

“We were not significantly in the National Account market prior to partnering with 
Highmark. Since beginning the partnership in 2003 we have won more than 80% of 

the National Accounts in our market.”

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
National Account Plan Partnerships
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Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
National Account Clients
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Today1935 1965 1995

Retiree plans introduced Medicare Supplemental plans 
introduced

Medicare Advantage plans 
introduced

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Senior Market Capabilities

 Highmark has provided retiree benefits for over 70 years

Today, Highmark is Pennsylvania’s largest provider of private health insurance to Medicare 
beneficiaries, insuring over 400,000 seniors through a variety of individual and group 
products

 Core Business
− 2008 Senior Product Revenues:  $3.3 Billion
− Security Blue MA HMO:  169K Members
− Freedom Blue MA PPO:  95K Members
− MA PFFS:  21K
− Stand Alone PDP:  73K Members
− Medigap:  87K Members

 Senior Markets Blue-Plan Partnerships
− Risk Sharing

• BC of Northeastern PA
• Mountain State BCBS

− Business Process Outsourcing
• BCBS of Louisiana (PDP)
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Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Senior Market Capabilities

 Highmark Senior Markets is focused solely on Medicare Advantage, Medicare Indemnity and Medicare 
Prescription Drug Products.

− Product Development & Finance

− Marketing & Sales

− Eligibility & Enrollment

− Member & Provider Service

− Appeals & Grievances

− Revenue Management

− Claims Processing

 In addition, Highmark has a dedicated Medicare Risk Healthcare Management Team, Pharmacy 
Management Team and a dedicated Medicare C & D Compliance Team.

BCBSD w ill be able to leverage Highmark’s dedicated Senior Market’s team to grow  its 
senior business.
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Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Senior Market Capabilities

 Dedicated Medicare staff and infrastructure; organizational focus.

 Member retention programs.

 Revenue reconciliation/recovery.

 Individual and group sales and operational strategies.

 Required investment in technologies.

 Scalable, flexible systems, e.g., web-based platforms.

 Robust regulatory compliance programs.

 Strong relationship with CMS.

Highmark Senior Market’s team brings a comprehensive set of capabilit ies to its Blue plan 
partners. 
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 Comprehensive population management
− Covers all levels of financial and clinical risk within a population.
− Preventing illness, lowering risk and slowing disease progression will improve health outcomes and control

costs.

 Integrated approach
− Provides interventions across an entire spectrum of health risk.

 Complete Package of Programs
− Combines health management, pharmacy benefit and productivity management programs.
− Identifies and stratifies individuals that may benefit from specific interventions.

 Services include:
− A full range of wellness programs
− Discounted access to national network of complementary and alternative health providers
− 24x7 telephonic coaching for chronic diseases and targeted conditions
− Decision support tools
− Large case management services
− Dedicated medical director consultative services
− Reporting and clinician data analysis

Highmark offers integrated care management, which is designed to deliver comprehensive 
health management services that promote better health and optimize health care 
investment.

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Medical & Health Management
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EXTREME RISK HIGH  RISK ELEVATED RISK MODERATE RISK

OTHER INTEGRATED SERVICES :

• Disease  
Management

• Chronic Condition 
Management

• Management of Co-
Morbidities

• Depression 
Management

• Self Management 
Skills

LOW RISK

• Intensive 
Management

• Case Management

• Physician 
Involvement in 
Assessment & 
Planning

• Address Clinical, 
Psychosocial &
Financial Issues

COMPLEX / DISABLING
CHRONIC DISEASE

ACUTE CONDITION
AT RISK

HEALTHY

• Decision Support & 
Advocacy

• Episodic Case 
Management

• Evidence-Based 
Criteria & 
Guidelines

• Shared Decision -
Making®

• Discharge Planning

• Health Risk 
Management

• Symptoms Support

• Multimedia 
Educational Resources 

• Maternity Program

• Targeted Behavior 
Modification

• Health Promotion & 
Disease Prevention

• Health Risk 
Assessment

• Lifestyle 
Improvement 
Interventions

• Screenings

• Wellness Coaching

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Medical & Health Management

 Pharmacy Benefit Management

 Utilization Management

 Behavioral Health Management

 Clinical Client Relationships

 Integrated Productivity Management

 Wellness & Lifestyle Behavior Modification Programs

 Personal Health Records

 Quality Initiatives

Highmark’s Medical & Health management capabilit ies w ill enable BCBSD to address the 
needs of its members across the continuum of health and illness. 
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Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Medical & Health Management

 Key Differentiators include:
− Best in class medical policy/quality programs

− Industry accreditation & recognition

− Automated clinical business rules

− Experienced partnerships

− ROI performance measures

− Instant clinician access

− Superior clinical program reporting

− Clinical data analysis support

 Clinician Directed Support
− 14 FTE Physician Advisors

− 343 Direct Service Clinical Professionals – RN’s, MSW’s, and Wellness Coaches

− 28 Health Promotion Consultants

− 12 Clinical Pharmacists

Highmark’s integrated clinical delivery solution is a comprehensive consumer driven 
program focused on risk management.

 Best Population Health Management 
Strategy (HealthMedia)

 Gold Award for Employee Wellness 
(Wellness Councils of America)

 Platinum Award (American Heart 
Association)

 Published article in the Journal of 
Occupational and Environmental 
Medicine

Industry Accreditation & 
Recognition
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Highmark’s reporting and analytic capabilit ies are built upon an Enterprise Data 
Warehouse (EDW) foundation that offers unique functionality in support of the overall 
Corporation:

 Positioned as ‘single version of the truth’ in supporting both 
traditional historical analytical needs as well as operational systems.

 Directly integrated into Financial process- financial reporting, billing 
and pricing.

 Includes broad array of data- such as medical and dental experience, 
medical and clinical management and wellness, member risk and 
segmentation, client and product, member demographics, call center 
and revenue.

 Simplified architecture with focus on internal controls and balancing.

 Supports multiple stages of claim lifecycle- submission, adjudication, 
disbursement, and financial use.

 Fresh and timely data through daily loads according to frequency of 
source.

 Directly aligned with core operating platform- from direct source load 
to internal coding schemes.

Highmark Approach

OSCAR Medco MaxMC

EDW
Environment

Trend Outcomes ModelingPortal

GL Claims 
Billing

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Enterprise Informatics Capabilities – Data Management
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Highmark offers a broad array of reporting and analytic capability that w ill enable BCBSD 
to deliver business value.

 Self-service utilization standard reporting through 
Reports@Hand for internal/ external customers.

 Clinical member intervention driven by robust risk scoring and 
ID & Stratification for entire membership based on active 
timely data.

 Enabling of comprehensive financial and clinical trend 
reporting and projections for Actuarial and other areas for use in 
forecasting, claim reserving, pricing and medical cost 
management.

 Consumer segmentation, based on broad data sets, modeling 
and scoring, to enable specific intervention and campaigns to 
drive differentiated personalized consumer experience.

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Enterprise Informatics Capabilities – Reporting & Analytics

9

BluePrintBluePrint®®

Introduction 3

Executive Summary

• Health Care Cost and Utilization Dashboard 4

• Personalized Health Management Dashboard 5

Cost and Utilization 6

• Financial Analysis Overview 7

• Network Utilization and Average Discounts 8

• PMPM Change Analysis 9

• Demographics 10

• Distribution of Members and Claims 11

• Medical Expense by Major Type of Service 12

• Medical Expense by Claim Type of Service 13

Personalized Health Management 14

• Personalized Health Management Program Objectives 15

• Population Health Risk 16

• Highmark’s Personalized Health Management Model 17

• Highmark Patient Identification and Stratification Process 18

• Selected Clinical Conditions and Interventions Summary 19

• Intensive Management Summary 20

• Behavioral Health Management 21

• Disease Management 22

• Health Risk Management and Decision Support  and Advocacy 25

• Wellness and Health Promotion 27

Productivity Management 29

Summary of Recommendations 30

Appendix 31

• Preventive Screening Test Guidelines 32

• Glossary 33

 Developing master data management for unique ‘person’ ID to drive consumerism and integrated cross-selling. 

 Integrated health and wellness client reporting evolving in support of integrated health, wellness and productivity offerings.

 Advanced analytic and predictive models that support research and studies on ROI for wellness and medical management.
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Highmark’s recent investments in consumer-directed marketing capabilit ies can be 
leveraged to benefit BCBSD’s individual market. 

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Retail Marketing

 Two Highmark Direct retail locations launched (Pittsburgh and Harrisburg) in 
2009 to enable a better understanding of consumers and retail engagement, and to 
begin to evolve a new channel of distribution.

− Combined Store Performance YTD (March – August)

• 1,500 policies sold (Individual, Senior Products and Small Group) vs. 
target of 750 policies

• 10,000+ unique visitors

− New Store Development Plans

• Evaluating 1-4 additional sites for build out of stores locations in 
2010

 Two Highmark Direct mobile marketing units launched in January 2009 to provide 
accounts additional space and technology to host efficient meetings and generate 
more consumer (employee) engagement.

− Mobile Marketing Metrics (Jan-Aug 2009)

• Over 140 employee events conducted

• 6,600+ Wellness profiles (Health Risk Assessments) completed

• 2,200+ Lifestyle Returns pledges completed

• 860+ conversions to e-Delivery
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Highmark has portal capabilit ies that BCBSD would be able to leverage to provide as tools 
for BCBSD’s members, employers, providers and producers.

 BCBSD’s members would have access to Highmark’s member portals – My Blue Link and
Blues On Call.

− My Blue Link – web-based resource center
− Blues On Call – “health coach” via registered nurse provides information about specific

health-related topics

 BCBSD’s employer groups will have access to Highmark’s employer portal – Highmark
Online.

− View membership and group information
− Update eligibility
− View their claims bill online
− E-mail customer service
− Leverage online reporting functionality to track employee FSA and HRA

 BCBSD’s providers will have access to Highmark’s provider portal – NaviNet.
− NaviNet enables providers to:

• Obtain information regarding fee schedules
• Check member eligibility or claim status
• Submit changes resulting in direct updates into the appropriate system

 BCBSD’s brokers and agents will have access to Highmark's producer portal.
− Use the Small Group quoting tool for prospective Small Group business
− Obtain online quotes and applications for individual products
− Leverage online commission statements and agency related reporting

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources
Portal Capabilities
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Highmark has a variety of other resources and capabilit ies that would be available to 
BCBSD. 

Access to Industry Leading Capabilities and Resources 

 Proven relationships with brokers and consultants

 Sales and marketing tools and resources

 Actuarial and pricing expertise

 Strong, cost-effective network development and management

 Direct marketing experience

 Strong provider relations/contracting

 Progressive medical and health management tool and techniques

 Enterprise risk management processes 

 Treasury / Investment management
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Maximum Value to Stakeholders
Customers

An affiliation w ith Highmark w ill benefit BCBSD’s customers in several areas.

 Improved operating performance and efficiencies
− Integrated platform
− Purchasing synergies from added scale (i.e. PBM, care management)

 Industry-leading capabilities
− Enhanced employer reporting, benchmarking, analytics, etc.
− Consumerism tools (member segmentation, real-time, etc.)
− Medical management capabilities and wellness programs
− Portal capabilities

 New product offerings in Delaware market

 Comprehensive portfolio of products under one umbrella

 Continued local presence preserves customer intimacy

Examples of Highmark’s Commitment 
to Its Customers

• Highmark is ranked in the top two for 
Employer Performance Score (EPS) in each 
market and the number of committed and 
loyal customers is consistently higher than 
the competition

• Highmark has consistently outperformed 
the competition in member satisfaction 
surveys as measured by Loyalty 
Performance Score (LPS)

• Ranked first in Customer Satisfaction for 
Pennsylvania/ Delaware region in JD 
Powers Survey for previous two years

• Highmark is working with a leading 
worksite clinic provider to offer an 
integrated worksite clinic solution to its 
large group customer base
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Maximum Value to Stakeholders
Customers

Highmark was awarded the J.D. Power and Associates National Health Insurance P lan 
for the Pennsylvania-Delaware region in 2008 and 2009, a study ranking health 
insurance plans by member satisfaction. 

Scoring Legend
Among the best Better than most About average The rest

Source: 2008 results for J.D. Power and Associates National Health Insurance Plan for the 
Pennsylvania-Delaware region (www.jdpower.com)
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Maximum Value to Stakeholders
Employees

Employees of BCBSD w ill benefit in several important areas.

 Commitment to Delaware
− Commitment to maintaining a strong presence in DE
− Preserve mission and history of BCBSD

 Financial stability
− Affiliation with a large, diversified family of companies within Highmark 

provides greater financial security

 Strong cultural fit between organizations
− History, mission driven, focus on ethics and integrity

 Career opportunities
− Potential additional employment growth opportunities (e.g. DE business 

growth, Highmark enterprise positions, new business ventures)

 Competitive compensation and benefits 

 Access to resources and tools

Examples of Highmark’s Commitment 
to Its Employees

• One of the 100 Best Places to Work in 
Pennsylvania (Central Penn Business 
Journal)

• Commitment to Best Place to Work 
program 

• Employee Volunteer Grant Program

• Certified Age-Friendly Employer 
(Retirementjobs.com)
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Maximum Value to Stakeholders
Community

As a similar mission driven organization, Highmark is committed to supporting the 
communities in which it does business and w ill assist BCBSD in its continued support of 
the health and well-being of the Delaware community. 

 Continued support from mission-driven health insurer
− BCBSD remains committed to serving the needs of the DE community

 Economic impact
− Affiliation structure preserves local jobs and significant economic 

impact

 Preserves valuable community asset
− Continued support of local community activities and commitments

 Leverage experience
− Potential synergies from sharing information between entities regarding 

areas of need, program development and program outcomes

 Benefits to Delaware providers
− Leverage Highmark’s experience with advanced provider portal
− Real-time claim estimation and adjudication
− Pay For Performance Initiatives

Examples of Highmark’s Commitment 
to Its Community

• $2.5B annual local economic impact

• $130 million for community programs in 
2008

• $100 million program over five years for 
the health and well-being of children

• $29 million initiative for physician 
adoption of health information technology 
(ePrescribing & Electronic Health Records)

• Free dental and vision clinics for uninsured 
and underinsured individuals
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Our proposal focuses on an achievable timeframe combined w ith achieving interim results 
throughout the process.

Efficient Transition and Integration 
Affiliation & Integration Timeline

 Integration planning initiated before regulatory approval finalized in order to move aggressively once approval is received.

 Operational and technology integration will occur simultaneously and in stages to achieve benefits during the integration process.  
In addition, potential for achieving benefits through shared services agreements will be assessed.

 Operational integration process will leverage our experience with MSBCBS, IBC and NEPA.

 Technology/systems integration will utilize our proven methodology developed and improved through platform migrations with 
multiple Blue plans.

 Potential to offer certain high priority capabilities on a contractual basis during waiting period – to ensure market needs are 
addressed in a timely manner (National Accounts, Senior Products, etc.).

Regulatory Approval Process

Operational Integration

Technology/Systems Integration

Process Timeline 
Year 1 Year 3Year 2

Signed 
Agreement

Due
Diligence

Planning

Planning

Regulatory 
Approval 
Received
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Efficient Transition and Integration 
Legal and Regulatory Approval Process

Based on Highmark experience w ith the MSBCBS transaction (and BCBSD experience w ith 
similar affiliations), we believe the overall regulatory/ legal t imeframe w ill be in the range 
of 12-18 months.

Due Diligence

While we will work closely with both state insurance departments during this process, our research to date suggests 
PA Insurance Department approval will not be required for this transaction as it currently is contemplated. 

Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6

Negotiate Affiliation
and ASA

HMK/DE Board Approval

Department Review and
Public Hearings

DE Ins Dept
Approval

File with FTC for Hart Scott Rodino 
Clearance

File License Transfer Request
and Receive Approval from BCBSA

Transfer
License/

Close

File for DE 
Ins Dept Approval PA Ins Dept Filing

Select
Partner LOI
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Efficient Transition and Integration
Strategy for Success

 Regulatory Approval Strategy
− Transparent process with frequent communications
− Not-for-profit plans with non-overlapping geographies 
− Affiliation structure benefits
− Focus on external factors (reform, industry demands)
− Anticipated objections –we do not anticipate encountering the same level of regulatory and community objections that a 

for-profit plan may face

 Leverage Prior Experiences
− Mountain State Affiliation
− NEPA Joint Venture
− Consolidation of Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania Blue Shield
− Plan Partnerships
− Recent ASP/BPO Proposals
− IBC Consolidation Planning

 Resources Available
− Project management tools, process flows, templates
− Change management/implementation best practices
− Communication plans (regulators, customers, community, employees, providers)
− Outside consultants and advisors (as needed)

Highmark w ill be able to leverage its extensive experience w ith similar organizational 
transitions and system migrations to implement a timely and efficient solution for 
BCBSD.
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Next Steps

 There are no immediate issues or concerns that need to be addressed in 
order to move to the next stage of discussions.  

 During a 90-day exclusive period, Highmark and BCBSD will work on 
performing appropriate due diligence and drafting required legal 
agreements concurrently. 

 Expect standard conditions/contingencies for a transaction of this type.

 Highmark has considerable executive depth, experience and capacity to 
meet all the needs of completing this transaction.

 Key steps include:
− Sign non-binding letter of intent
− Due diligence
− Demos available of key Highmark capabilities
− Draft affiliation agreement
− Regulatory process preparation
− Communication plan development
− Administrative services agreement

We are committed to working expeditiously w ith BCBSD towards finalizing a definit ive 
affiliation agreement.

Due Diligence
Sample Areas of Review

• Corporate, Organization, Authority, 
etc. (e.g., by-laws, corporate 
minutes, management agreements)

• Finance and Taxes (e.g., audited 
financials, tax returns)

• Property, Assets, etc.
• Contracts
• Human Resources (e.g., retirement 

liabilities, payroll, outstanding 
complaints)

• Regulatory Filings and Reports
• Litigation and Claims
• Business Operations (e.g., 

Marketing, Information Systems, 
Network, Operations, Membership)
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Closing
Partnering for a Better Future

State of the Art 
Technology and Systems

Comprehensive and 
Innovative Products

Industry-Leading 
Capabilities

Committed to Employees
Strong Local 

Market Presence

Customer Focused

Community Partner

Efficient Operations

An affiliation w ith Highmark addresses all of BCBSD’s stated objectives and best positions 
all parties for continued long-term success.
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Appendix Contents

 Request for Information Response Bridge

 Highmark Overview
• Mission/vision/values
• Culture 
• Legal / Organization structure
• Keys to success/metrics 
• Relationships with state governments and regulators

 Technology and Systems

 Financial Position
• Capital Position
• Access to capital
• Community investments

 Management and Employees
• Decision making 
• Growth and development opportunities
• Performance management
• Management biographies 
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Request to Information Response Bridge
Organization and Operations

RFI Section/Question Slide Reference
Articulate your mission, vision and business strategy 17 – 18, 99 

How does BCBSD fit into that vision and strategy? 17 – 18, 22, 30 – 32

How would BCBSD contribute to your success? 2, 30 – 32, 105

Describe how you are organized and structured 10 – 12, 16, 101 – 104 

Summarize your operations, philosophy and culture 9 – 16, 25, 30, 32, 81 – 84, 
99 – 100

What are your key metrics for success? 105

To what extent are the key functions centralized or decentralized? 11 – 12, 16, 32

What level of decision-making authority is invested in managers?  How are they held accountable? 122

What are the opportunities for growth and development of your employees? 123

How are employees evaluated and rewarded? 124

Delineate the scope of health insurance and related products and services you offer, and the range of customers and 
geographic areas you serve

10, 40, 49 – 61

Describe the technology, systems and skills you have to support your products and services and design new ones, and your 
capacity to support growth and expansion

38 – 47, 63 – 79, 107 – 118

Outline/explain your relationship with state governments and regulators where you operate 106

What is the status and potential implication of any current regulatory initiatives? 106
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Request to Information Response Bridge
Financial Position

RFI Section/Question Slide Reference
Summarize your key membership, income, operating cost and profitability trends, and your capital position 13 – 15, 119

Do you have, or have access to, the capital necessary to meet your immediate and expected long term investment 
requirements, including any investments associated with the proposed business combination with BCBSD?

36, 119 – 120

What are the levels and types of philanthropic, social or community investments you make and how would Delaware fit into 
your overall strategy?

84, 121
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Request to Information Response Bridge
Business Proposition

RFI Section/Question Slide Reference
Detail your proposed business relationship model with BCBSD 20 – 36 

What is the legal structure and governance process? 23 – 24

Which functions would remain in Delaware and which would be performed elsewhere? 25 – 32 

To what extent and how will existing relationships with employees, customers, providers and the community be 
maintained?

25, 32, 81 – 84

Define the transition, customer migration and integration you anticipate 25 – 26, 33, 35, 86

Describe the impact on our employees, their job functions and compensation 25, 83

To what extent might you utilize our existing systems and facilities? 34

What, if any, role would our existing Board of Directors play in this scenario? 24, 87

How would the Delaware operations relate to, and fit with, your other operations? 27 – 32 

Summarize the rationale and benefits of this model to you, BCBSD, our customers, employees, providers and the people of 
Delaware

2, 22 – 23, 38 – 84, 91

What products or services do you have that would enhance our offerings in Delaware? 49 – 71 

What marketing and distribution resources would you bring to this market? 51 – 54, 77 – 79 

What is the competitive advantage or differentiation you would bring? 2 – 7
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Request to Information Response Bridge
Implementation

RFI Section/Question Slide Reference

What legal and regulatory approvals would be required to consummate the contemplated transaction? 87

What is your strategy for obtaining those approvals? 88 

What objections do you anticipate and how might they be overcome? 88

What is the timeframe required for these approvals? 87

Describe your experience integrating/acquiring/affiliating with other health plans 4 – 7, 88

What has been the impact on key stakeholders in other business combinations you have completed? 5 – 7

What lessons have been learned and how would they be applied to this situation? 5 – 7
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Request to Information Response Bridge
Requirements and Expectations of BCBSD

RFI Section/Question Slide Reference

Describe how you would want to proceed to a definitive agreement 90

What issues or concerns do you need to address prior to moving to a binding offer? 90

Do you have any conditions or contingencies (beyond traditional reps and warranties) that must be satisfied to execute the 
proposed business arrangement?

90

What resources would be available to resolve issues, build support, and structure an agreement? 88, 90

How quickly would you be able to develop a transition and implementation plan? 26, 33, 35

When would you expect to complete a definitive agreement? 87
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Highmark Overview
Highmark’s Mission, Vision & Values

Highmark remains committed to realizing the full potential of our not-for-profit mission and 
vision. 

Mission
To provide access to affordable, 

quality health care, enabling 

individuals to live longer, 

healthier lives.

Vision
To be the leading regional 

customer-focused health and 
wellness company, addressing 

the health care needs of 
individuals while maintaining our 

financial strength.

Our Values
• United in our mission
•Dedicated to excellence
•Committed to integrity

•Focused on our customers, employees and 
communities
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A recent cultural survey of Highmark employees highlights the values of our company.

Top 10 Personal 
Values (in order)

Top 10 Current 
Culture Values (in order)

1.    Accountability
2.    Honesty
3.    Family
4.    Reliability
5.    Commitment
6.    Responsibility
7.    Caring
8.    Integrity
9.    Adaptability
10.  Respect

1.    Customer Satisfaction
2.    Community Involvement
3.    Accountability 
4.    Diversity 
5.    Teamwork
6.    Commitment
7.    Continuous improvement
8.    Organizational growth
9.    Employee health
10.  Integrity

Highmark Overview
Culture
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Highmark Overview
Highmark organization and structure

 Highmark is a Pennsylvania non-stock nonprofit corporation, and operates in Pennsylvania as both a nonprofit hospital plan 
and a nonprofit professional health service plan.  Highmark Inc. is the parent company of a combined group of companies and 
the primary operating company within the group.  As an independent licensee of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association 
(BCBSA), Highmark underwrites indemnity and managed care health insurance products, as well as Medicare supplemental 
products, in its Pennsylvania service areas.  These service areas include the 29 county Western Pennsylvania region and the 21 
county Central Pennsylvania region. Highmark also jointly markets various health insurance products in Northeastern 
Pennsylvania and Southeastern Pennsylvania through arrangements with Blue Cross of Northeastern Pennsylvania and 
Independence Blue Cross, respectively.  Highmark operates in Western Pennsylvania as Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield and 
in the remainder of the state as Highmark Blue Shield.  

 Highmark West Virginia Inc., d/b/a Mountain State Blue Cross & Blue Shield, a West Virginia nonprofit health services 
corporation (Mountain State), is a controlled affiliate of Highmark, and offers a variety of health insurance products and 
services to customers in West Virginia.

 Highmark’s non-Blue branded subsidiaries provide a broad array of specialty products nationwide, including Dental, Vision, 
Stop Loss insurance and related products and services.

Legal Structure
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Highmark Overview
Highmark organization and structure
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Highmark Overview
Highmark organization and structure

Nature and Role of Board

 The business and affairs of Highmark are managed under the direction of the Board of Directors.  The Board of Directors has 
full power and authority to set the policies and provide for carrying out the purposes of Highmark.

 Highmark’s Board of Directors consists of twenty-one (21) persons, including the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), who is a 
member of the Board by virtue of his office.  In order to be eligible to serve as a Director, an individual must be a resident of 
Pennsylvania.  The Board of Directors is comprised of 75% “lay directors” (individuals who are not “health service doctors” as 
defined by applicable law) and 25% “professional directors” (individuals who are health service doctors). At least a majority of
the directors must be “independent directors” (as defined by the NYSE rule). 

 Highmark recently established Regional Advisory Boards for the western and central Pennsylvania regions. Each Regional 
Advisory Board consists of between 10 to 20 persons, appointed by the Board of Directors. Regional Advisory Boards advise 
the Board of Directors on regional issues and public policy. They have no power to direct the business or affairs of Highmark.
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Highmark Overview
Highmark organization and structure

Highmark Board of Directors
J. Robert Baum (Chairman of the Board)
Professor of Entrepreneurship
University of Maryland, Robert H. Smith School 
of Business
Retired, President and Chief Executive Officer
Ivan C. Dutterer, Inc.

Cynthia G. Ayers, M.D.
Internal Medicine

David A. Blandino, M.D.
Family Medicine

R. Yvonne Campos
Chief Executive Officer
Campos Inc.

Thomas J. Castellano, M.D.
Gastroenterology

John S. Cramer, LFACHE
President Emeritus
Pinnacle Health Systems

John H. Damcott, D.M.D.
General Dentistry

Don P. Foster, Esq.
Partner
Klehr Harrison Harvey Branzburg & Ellers

Rufus A. Fulton, Jr. 
Retired, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Fulton Financial Corporation

William M. George
President
Pennsylvania AFL-CIO

Joseph C. Guyaux 
President
PNC Financial Services Group Inc.

Gretchen R. Haggerty, Esq. 
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial 
Officer
U.S. Steel Corporation

Mark S. Kamlet, Ph.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President
Carnegie Mellon University

David M. Matter
President and Chief Executive Officer
Oxford Development Company

Glen T. Meakem
Managing Director
Meakem Becker Venture Capital, LLC

Kenneth R. Melani, M.D. (Ex-Officio Director)
President and Chief Executive Officer
Highmark Inc.

Victor A. Roque
Retired, President
Duquesne Light Company

Susan W. Shoval, CPCU
President and Chief Operating Officer
GUARD Insurance Group

William J. Stallkamp 
Retired, Vice Chairman
Mellon Financial Corporation

William E. Trueheart, Ed.D.
Retired, President and Chief Executive Officer
The Pittsburgh Foundation

Doris Carson Williams
President and Chief Executive Officer
African American Chamber of Commerce of 
Western Pennsylvania
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Highmark Overview
Keys to Success

 Financial stability and growth

 Commitment to customer intimacy and consumer engagement

 Maximize enterprise value through seamless administration and sales 
across business lines

 Provider relationships 

 Focus on risk pool and customer affordability

 Reduce number of uninsured and underinsured in core markets

 Position for success under government reform

 Bend the medical cost curve 

 Maximize administrative efficiency

 Maximize value of ancillary businesses

 Grow Blue Plan partnerships

Example Performance Measures

 Employee Satisfaction
 Member, Group and Provider Satisfaction
 Community Volunteerism
 End to End Membership (including 

retention)
 PMPM Administrative Costs
 BCBSA Metrics
 Consolidated Pre-Tax Income
 Consolidated Revenue
 Key Corporate Initiative Status
 Operations Metrics (e.g., MTM, Inter-Plan 

Performance, Pass-Thru Rate, Claims 
Adjustment Rate, Cost per Claim)
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Highmark Overview
Relationships with State Governments and Regulators

 Highmark and Mountain State maintain productive relationships with state legislators, regulators and other government officials. We 
recognizes the significant impact these parties have on our businesses.  Besides being heavily regulated in the health insurance
market, our positions as strong market share leaders and large economic drivers in our communities put Highmark and Mountain 
State in prominent positions in the eyes of those in the state capitols.  
− Several Highmark Government Affairs staff are located in Harrisburg to work with Pennsylvania legislators, regulators and 

other government officials on a day-to-day basis.  Also, Highmark has engaged several lobbying firms which represent our 
numerous issues throughout state government.  Overall, our relationships in the state capitol are significant and provide 
Highmark with an opportunity to engage all parties on issues that affect our members, customers and the corporation. 

− The government affairs functions for West Virginia are maintained on a local market level in recognition of the material 
position Mountain State maintains in West Virginia as well as the significant impact these state officials have on its 
operations. Mountain State personnel are regularly called upon to participate in task forces, policy groups and steering 
committees organized within West Virginia to address health insurance or health care related issues. Overall, Mountain State’s 
reputation in the State provides it with the opportunity to engage on any issue which impacts its members, customers or 
business operations, and to utilize the vast array of resources to which it has access as an affiliate of Highmark in pursuit of
these interests. 

 One example of our ability to work cooperatively with the state capitol is the Caring Program For Children Program (“Caring 
Program”). In the late 1980’s Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania with support from Pennsylvania Blue Shield developed the Caring
Program, the nation’s first health insurance program for uninsured children. The Caring Program was identified within the Blue Plan 
community as a best practice and was replicated within numerous states. In 1992, Pennsylvania, using the Caring Program as the 
fundamental model, established the state sponsored Children's Health Insurance Program (“CHIP”). Pennsylvania's CHIP program 
would later be used as the model for the federal government's SCHIP program.

 The Pennsylvania Insurance Department is currently conducting an examination of Highmark (and all other Pennsylvania Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield plans) on issues related to competition in Pennsylvania’s health insurance marketplace.  In connection with that
examination, the Department has requested that Highmark provide it with information regarding, among other things, any potential or 
proposed consolidation, merger or acquisition of control transaction involving any other professional health service corporation, 
hospital plan corporation or insurer that Highmark has contemplated, investigated or negotiated from January 1, 1996 to the present.  
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Technology and Systems
Core System Overview
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Highmark’s single claims platform performs the adjudication and payment of more than
claims annually.

Key Capabilities: Other Business Functions:

Technology and Systems
Claims System Overview

Technologies:
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The Corporate Product Master Repository (CPMR) is the enterprise data repository that 
contains Highmark’s goods & services product structure.

Supports these Business 
Functions:

 
 

 
 

 

Data Entities:

 

 
 

 

Technologies:

Technology and Systems
Claims Support Systems - Corporate Product Master Repository (CPMR) Overview
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Technologies:

 

Data Entities:

 

 

 

Supports these Business 
Functions:

The Corporate Member Repository (CMR) is a data repository that contains membership 
data and the association of membership data to the client /  group level coverage and 
product.

Technology and Systems
Claims Support Systems - Corporate Member Repository (CMR) Overview
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Data Entities:

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Supports these Business Functions:
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Technologies:

The CCR is a data repository that contains client and group demographics, client selectable 
product options, client association to product and rates and contractual terms and conditions. 

Technology and Systems
Claims Support Systems - Client Corporate Repository (CCR) Overview
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Key Capabilities: Other Business Functions: Technologies:
        

The Corporate Provider Repository (CPR) is the enterprise data repository that contains 
Highmark’s providers and networks structure.

Technology and Systems
Claims Support Systems - Corporate Provider Repository (CPR) Overview
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Technologies:Key Capabilities
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Other Business Functions

 

 

 

The HighBAR Billing System generates Premium Bills for Employer Group business.  

Technology and Systems
Highmark Billing Solution Overview
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Technologies:Key Capabilities
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Other Business Functions

 

 

 

The Claims Billing System generates Claims Bills for Employer Group business.  

Technology and Systems
Highmark Billing Solution Overview
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Technologies:Key Capabilities

 

 

Other Business Functions
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

e-Bill is Online Bill Payment & Presentment system for Highmark and its subsidiaries.  

Technology and Systems
Highmark Billing Solution Overview
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Technology and Systems
Solution Concepts: Application & System Architecture
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Parent Partner Affiliation
(i.e., processing for another insurer)

Product Market Region
(i.e., NORTHERN, CENTRAL, etc.)

Product Line
(i.e., MEDICAL, VISION, DENTAL, etc.)

Product Type
(i.e., Major Medical, Comprehensive, PPO, HMO, POS, etc.)

Product Type Distinction
(i.e., BlueCard PPO, Basic PPO, state subsidized products, etc.)

Product Market Segment
(i.e., Small Market, Mid-Market, Large/National Market, Individual Market)

Client Number

Client Contract Rule Set
(i.e., Group number)

Data Differentiator

Product Differentiation Hierarchy

Data differentiation is available at multiple levels.  This allows for easier coding and 
maintenance of variations from standards.

Plan-specific information

Product-specific
information

Customer-
specific
information

Technology and Systems
Data Differentiation
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Technology and Systems
Ongoing Strategic Planning

Strategic Information Systems Plan (SISP) - Highmark’s SISP outlines how Highmark 
services will continue to evolve in areas of governance, Defined Systems and Support Services, IT 
Technology and Application Architecture guidelines, and Project Selection and Prioritization 
processes, focusing on achieving service excellence and future capabilities. Highmark also 
partners with a variety of leading firms, such as Gartner and IBM, to monitor industry trends and 
to potentially incorporate advancements into the Highmark SISP. 
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Financial Position
Capital Position

As of December 2008, Highmark had reserves over $3.5 billion and an RBC ratio of 636% .

R
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“A” rating from both 
Standard & Poor’s and A.M. 
Best for our consolidated 
balance sheet, capitalization 
and market position.
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Financial Position
Access to Capital

 Highmark funds most capital investments through operating cash flows and available cash and investments.  Highmark’s cash 
and investment portfolio totaled $4.3 billion as of July 31, 2009.  Projected capital expenditures (including subsidiary capital
needs) can and will be funded through cash flow from operations and from the existing cash and investment portfolio.  
Highmark’s debt ratios are currently considered fairly low by the rating agencies, which positions Highmark to also consider 
borrowing monies to fund such initiatives.  The determination of whether to internally fund initiatives, or to seek debt to fund
initiatives, is based on the debt market dynamics and the attractiveness of the borrowing rate.  

 In the event of more significant capital needs, Highmark maintains a short-term revolving line of credit of up to $75 million, 
and maintains repo agreements that allow Highmark to pledge securities for cash of up to $130 million. Highmark can also 
access the long-term debt markets, and currently has approx. $370 million of long-term debt outstanding.

 Highmark would be prepared to provide surplus notes to BCBSD to fund a portion of the integration plan implementation 
investment if it were deemed necessary to preserve BCBSD’s capital position.
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Financial Position
Community Investments

 Highmark is committed to its Social Mission. In 2008, we provided financial support of $130 million for community programs, 
including $121 million to help hold down the cost and expand access to health care coverage for lower-income families, older 
adults and uninsured children.  

 Examples of our commitment to our Social Mission in 2008 include:
− The continued funding of a five year $100 million program to address important issues that affect the health and well-

being of children across Highmark’s service area. The program is designed to promote healthy behaviors in children and 
adolescents by providing support in five areas critical to children’s overall health and well-being: nutrition, physical 
activity, grieving, self esteem, and bullying.

− A continued leadership role in developing programs and practices to address the health care needs of an increasingly 
diverse population. For example, in 2008, African-American membership in Highmark’s SilverSneakers ® Fitness 
Program for seniors in the company’s Medicare Advantage program grew to more than 18 percent. The National 
Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) awarded Highmark a multicultural award for its efforts with the 
SilverSneakers program.

− Providing oral health care and vision services  to underserved segments of the population in Pennsylvania communities. 
Through the Highmark Foundation, $1.9 million in grants was awarded to 21 oral health programs to help improve 
access to oral health and dental care program for lower-income, rural and uninsured populations.

− Highmark’s vision and dental subsidiaries offered free dental and vision clinics for uninsured and underinsured 
individuals. Highmark’s dental company provided free dental care to nearly 1,500 individuals with minimal or no dental 
insurance. Highmark’s vision company screened 1,740 children and provided free follow-up care to more than 530 
children.
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Management and Employees
What level of decision-making authority is invested in managers? How are they held accountable?

 Highmark invests decision-making authority in managers with the appropriate performance management and feedback 
mechanisms in place to hold them accountable. 

 Managers at Highmark are expected to provide effective leadership to staff through coaching and developing, as well as to 
achieve organizational goals by planning, organizing, leading and controlling all organizational resources.  In order for 
managers to meet these expectations, they are empowered to make decisions.  Managers are provided with leadership 
development programs, management education forums and multiple resources to ensure sound decision making skills. 
Guidelines for decision making are also provided in the form of policy (human resource and financial), an integrity code of 
conduct and management guidance.  

 Each manager is held accountable for the performance of his/her duties and decision making through the annual performance 
review process.  In addition to an evaluation of performance against established business goals, each manager is evaluated on
six specific leadership competencies (Accountability, Customer Focus, Diversity and Inclusion, Effective Working 
Relationships, Operation Excellence and Talent Management).  Feedback on these competencies is provided by both the 
manager’s manager and by his/her direct reports.
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Management and Employees
What are the opportunities for growth and development of your employees?

 In Highmark’s performance management system, every employee across the organization is required to have a development 
goal - “Identify and address development areas to improve my current job skills.”  Based on this development goal, employees 
work with their managers to identify specific actions, tasks or competencies that will address skill and knowledge gaps.  
Planning for career growth can also be included as part of the development goal.  

 Managers are encouraged to address employee development in business goals as well.  For example, if an employee is newly 
assigned as a project lead, training in project management might be part of the business goal.

 Also, managers are required to have a separate development discussion with the employee within two months of the 
performance review.  In this way, Highmark has connected learning and individual development with both individual 
performance and organizational performance.
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Management and Employees
How are employees evaluated and rewarded?

 Highmark performance management program is called “high performance”.  This program stresses and encourages employee 
involvement in the annual performance management process.

 This is accomplished through:
− Employee collaboration with their managers to provide input in setting performance and development goals for the 

review period
− Employees tracking progress toward their goals using an online journal writing feature
− Employees assessing themselves using their individual scorecard and provide input into their

managers’ scorecards

 Employees at Highmark are reviewed annually with consideration for a merit salary increase based on their performance and 
position in the salary range for their particular job.  Employees are evaluated based on business goals and behaviors associated
with Highmark’s core competency model: accountability, operational excellence, customer focus and effective working 
relationships.  In addition, managers are also evaluated on two additional competencies: talent management and diversity and 
inclusion.

 Employees are recognized and rewarded for being a valued part of the Highmark organization through our bonus and award 
programs.  These programs recognize an employee for length of service to the organization, quality of service to the 
organization and for significant contributions to the achievement of business goals. 
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Management and Employees
Management Overview

Kenneth R. Melani, M.D.
President and Chief Executive Officer
Dr. Kenneth R. Melani is president and chief executive officer of Highmark Inc. In this position, which he assumed on January 1, 2003, Dr. Melani oversees the day-to-
day operations of one of the largest Blue Cross Blue Shield Plans in the country. Highmark's 22,000 employees serve more than 30 million people nationally through 
health, dental, vision and life and casualty insurance products and services.

Prior to his appointment as president and chief executive officer, Dr. Melani served as executive vice president of strategic business development and health services 
and president of Keystone Health Plan West, Highmark’s managed care subsidiary. In this role, he was responsible for the company's strategic planning, marketing, 
informatics and e-business development. 

Dr. Melani began his career with Highmark in 1989 as corporate medical director in the medical affairs department. Before joining the company, he was president and 
chief executive officer of West Penn Cares, Inc., a holding company for several health care ventures. Prior to his work with West Penn Cares, he owned a private 
practice in internal medicine, which he developed into a multi-location, multi-specialty group practice.

Dr. Melani is board certified in internal medicine (ABIM) and is a member of the Allegheny County Medical Society, Pennsylvania Medical Society and the American 
Medical Association. 

He is chairman of the board of the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust and Variety, the Children’s Charity of Pittsburgh. He also serves on the boards of Highmark Inc., the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield Association, Association of Health Insurance Plans, National Institute of Health Care Management, Allegheny Conference on Community 
Development, Holy Family Institute, Extra Mile, the Duquesne Club and Washington and Jefferson College. 

For his dedication to building stronger communities, the Blind and Vision Rehabilitation Services of Pittsburgh awarded Dr. Melani the 2007 Paul Lackner Person of 
Vision Award, which is presented annually to an individual whose vision has made a difference in the lives of people in the Pittsburgh region. 

The Anti-Defamation League presented Dr. Melani with its National American Heritage Award in 2004 for his corporate and community leadership. 

In addition, he is a past recipient of the Tony Coelho Award, which recognizes a commitment to hiring people with disabilities; the Allegheny Valley School District 
Alumni Hall of Fame Award; the Junior Achievement Golden Achievement Award, which symbolizes the organization’s mission to inspire and educate young people 
to value free enterprise; and the Washington and Jefferson College Alumni Award for Achievement. 

A summa cum laude graduate of Washington and Jefferson College, Dr. Melani earned a bachelor’s degree in chemistry and a doctorate of medicine from the Bowman-
Gray School of Medicine at Wake Forest University. He completed his residency in internal medicine at The Western Pennsylvania Hospital in 1982. 
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Management and Employees
Management Overview

Nanette P. DeTurk
Executive Vice President and Chief Administrative and Financial Officer and Treasurer
Nanette P. DeTurk is executive vice president, chief administrative and financial officer and treasurer of Highmark Inc. In this position, Ms. DeTurk is responsible for 
administering the corporation’s financials, investments and information technology. 

Ms. DeTurk’s responsibilities include financial accounting and reporting, procurement, financial planning and analysis, actuarial services, underwriting, treasury and 
investment management. In addition, the development, implementation, maintenance and security controls for the corporation’s information systems reside in her 
division. All aspects of Highmark’s employees — ranging from talent acquisition and management, corporate learning and development, compensation and benefits, 
security and employee relations — are under Ms. DeTurk’s leadership.

Ms. DeTurk joined Pennsylvania Blue Shield, a predecessor of the corporation, in 1993. She has held a variety of positions within the finance division, starting as 
manager of financial reporting of Pennsylvania Blue Shield and assuming additional accountability throughout this period to her appointment as chief financial officer 
in February 2006. In April 2009, she assumed accountability for the information systems group and the human resources and administrative functions.

Ms. DeTurk holds a bachelor’s degree in accounting from The Ohio State University and a master’s degree in finance from Pennsylvania State University. She is also a 
licensed certified public accountant in the state of Pennsylvania. Ms. DeTurk serves on the board of directors of numerous Highmark subsidiaries including HVHC 
(Highmark Vision Companies), Mountain State BCBS, United Concordia Insurance Companies and Gateway Health Plan. Additionally, she is active in the community 
and serves as a director of the Western Pennsylvania chapter of the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF) and volunteers as a facilitator at The Highmark 
Caring Place, a Center for Grieving Children, Adolescents and Their Families.

J. Fred Earley II
Market President of Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield
Fred Earley is the market president of Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield. Based in Parkersburg, Mr. Earley joined the company in 1989. In his previous role as 
senior vice president of external operations and general counsel, Mr. Earley was responsible for legal services, compliance, subrogation, government relations, public 
relations, communications, corporate planning, privacy and provider reimbursement. 

Mr. Earley serves as a member of the board of directors of Mountain State BCBS,  the West Virginia High Risk Pool, the West Virginia Health Information Network, 
the Boys and Girls Club of Parkersburg and the Parkersburg YMCA. 

Mr. Earley holds a bachelor’s of science degree in business administration from West Virginia University and a law degree from the Washington and Lee University 
School of Law. He is a member of the West Virginia State Bar, and the District of Columbia Bar.
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Management and Employees
Management Overview

Elizabeth A. Farbacher
Executive Vice President, Chief Auditor & Compliance Officer
Elizabeth A. Farbacher is executive vice president, chief auditor and compliance officer for Highmark Inc. In this position, she serves as the primary staff liaison to the 
audit committee of the Highmark Board of Directors. She oversees the development and implementation of Highmark’s proactive anti-fraud program, which prevents 
and detects potential fraudulent health insurance acts committed against the corporation. 

Ms. Farbacher is also responsible for the coordination of audits of Highmark and its subsidiaries by third parties, including independent certified public accountants, 
group customers and regulatory and government agencies. She is also accountable for developing and maintaining a comprehensive system to monitor operational 
performance of the core health insurance business, which is reported to the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. 

Ms. Farbacher is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the Institute of Internal Auditors. Ms. Farbacher serves on the Pittsburgh 
chapter of the Institute of Internal Auditors Board of Governors and the board of directors of the Girl Scouts, Trillium Council. Ms. Farbacher holds a bachelor’s degree 
in business administration/accounting from Indiana University of Pennsylvania. 

Michael A. Fiaschetti
Market President of the Central Region
Michael Fiaschetti is the market president of the central region for Highmark Inc. In this position, he is responsible for Highmark’s health insurance business, which 
serves more than 800,000 members, in Central and Eastern Pennsylvania. Mr. Fiaschetti has more than 25 years of executive experience in the managed care and health 
insurance industry.  

Mr. Fiaschetti serves on the board of United Concordia Companies, Inc. and is currently president of the board of the Southcentral region Second Mile Foundation. He 
is also on the board of Harrisburg University and the Harrisburg Regional Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Fiaschetti serves as chairman of the Pennsylvania Health 
Information Exchange, assisting in improving health care information technology in Central Pennsylvania. 

Mr. Fiaschetti received a master’s of business administration degree from Pennsylvania State University and he holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of 
Dayton in Ohio. 
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Management and Employees
Management Overview

David Holmberg
President and CEO of HVHC Inc.; Chairman and CEO of Eye Care Centers of America
David Holmberg is president and chief executive officer of HVHC Inc. and chairman and chief executive officer of Eye Care Centers of America (ECCA), based in San 
Antonio.

Mr. Holmberg brings a wealth of leadership background with a number of key retailers. Prior to joining ECCA in January 2008, he was executive vice president of 
operators for Jo-Ann Stores, Inc., a leading national specialty retailer of crafting, decorating, and sewing products. Preceding his key role at Jo-Ann's he was the 
President of Cole Licensed Brands which encompassed more than 1,200 Sears Optical, Target Optical, BJ's Wholesale Clubs, Pearle Vision Canada and Sears Optical 
Canada. In addition, he held several key management positions at Zale Corporation, most notably as the executive vice president of store operations and president of 
Zale’s Canada.

Mr. Holmberg holds a master’s degree from the University of Texas at Dallas and is also a graduate of the Harvard Business School’s Advanced Management program.

Thomas Kerr
Executive Vice President and Chief Marketing & Strategy Officer
Thomas Kerr is executive vice president and chief marketing & strategy officer for Highmark Inc. He is responsible for the corporation’s product development, 
marketing, advertising, corporate communications and strategic planning departments. In addition, he oversees all of the company’s efforts to engage consumers in their 
health care experience. 

Mr. Kerr joined Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania (BCWP), a predecessor of the corporation, in 1982. He has served in a number of key management positions 
overseeing product development and marketing – positioning Highmark as a leading consumer-focused health insurer locally, regionally and nationally. Prior to 
working at BCWP, he held numerous positions with Westinghouse Corporation in Pittsburgh.

Mr. Kerr graduated from Duquesne University with a bachelor’s degree. He currently serves on the board of directors of First Tee of Pittsburgh, a nonprofit 
organization focused on changing the lives of young people by providing learning facilities and educational programs that promote character development and life-
enhancing values through the game of golf. 
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Management and Employees
Management Overview

Daniel J. Lebish
Executive Vice President, Subsidiary Business 
Daniel J. Lebish is executive vice president of Highmark’s subsidiary businesses. In this position, Mr. Lebish is responsible for two of Highmark’s subsidiaries, the HM 
Insurance Group and United Concordia Companies, Inc. The HM Insurance Group product portfolio includes employer stop loss, workers’ compensation, limited 
benefit medical, and a portfolio of worksite insurance products that complement Highmark’s health insurance products. United Concordia Companies, Inc. provides a 
full selection of dental products and markets administrative services to clients who wish to self-insure and to other insurers. 

Prior to his current position, Mr. Lebish served as senior vice president of business development for Highmark Inc. He was in charge of developing and implementing 
plans for market expansion and new product development. He also held several other positions in the health insurance and health care industry, including executive vice 
president with HealthAmerica and chief financial officer and vice president of administrative services at Magee-Womens Hospital.

Mr. Lebish is a member of the American Hospital Association and the Health Care Financial Management Association. He is also actively involved in local community 
activities and serves on the boards of WQED Multimedia, the Pittsburgh YMCA and the Pittsburgh Dance Council. In addition, he has served as a board member for 
Highmark’s affiliates Mountain State BCBS and NaviNet Inc. 

Mr. Lebish holds a bachelor’s degree in business administration from St. Norbert College and a master’s degree in health administration from The Ohio State 
University. 

Darren P. Macioce
Senior Vice President Health Plan Operations
Darren Macioce is senior vice president of health plan operations for Highmark. In this position, he oversees and directs the 3,600 employee operations and business 
units for claims processing and call center operations, BlueCard/ITS, membership, billing, and benefit and medical policy administration for Highmark and Mountain 
State’s commercial book-of-business and for Highmark’s insourced/private-label processing performed for other health plans.  Mr. Macioce previously directed 
Highmark’s Healthcare Informatics and business intelligence division which supports all employer, provider and member reporting and advanced analytics performed 
at Highmark.  

Over the past 25 years, Mr. Macioce has held senior management positions in operations, IT, merger/integration planning, business and research at Highmark and its 
predecessor, Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania.  During his tenure, he provided senior leadership and led several transformational and high-visibility initiatives 
including implementing Highmark’s ePlatform end-to-end operating platform, managing the HighBAR and OSCAR system migration activities, and forming 
Highmark’s Healthcare Informatics division.

Mr. Macioce obtained a bachelor’s degree in computer science from West Virginia University and serves on the board of a number of organizations: Co-Chair, BCBSA 
Blue Health Intelligence (BHI); Chairman, eBDS, LLC; Chairman, Intelimedix, LLC; Board Member, Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield; Board member, The 
Pittsburgh Mercy Foundation; Board member, NaviNet (formerly NaviMedix).
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Management and Employees
Management Overview

Brett C. Moraski
Senior Vice President of Corporate Strategy and Development
Brett Moraski is senior vice president of corporate strategy and development for Highmark Inc. In this position, he is responsible for key growth and strategic activities, 
including coordinating market research and analysis; managing strategic planning for the corporation and its subsidiary organizations; directing enterprise-wide 
corporate innovation; evaluating new business and investment opportunities; and directing Highmark’s mergers and acquisitions activity.  In addition, Mr. Moraski 
manages Highmark’s existing strategic investments by providing day-to-day corporate oversight of the Highmark for-profit subsidiary portfolio and other direct 
strategic investments.

Mr. Moraski was actively involved in developing the business plan and structuring the corporation’s investment in Medmark (and subsequent sale to Walgreens); 
designing and implementing Highmark’s capital allocation and strategic planning processes; and coordinating Highmark’s acquisitions of Fischer’s SPS, Sight 
Resources, Viva International, Eye Care Centers of America, Intellimedix, IMC and eBDS.

Mr. Moraski received his Bachelor’s Degree in Economics summa cum laude from the University of Notre Dame and his Master’s of Business Administration Degree 
from the Harvard Business School. He currently serves on the board of directors of United Concordia Dental, Highmark Vision Holding Company, Highmark Insurance 
Group, NaviNet, Inter-County Health and Hospitalization Plans, and Big Brothers Big Sisters of Greater Pittsburgh.   He also serves on the Advisory Committee for 
Lancet Capital Partners.

David M. O’Brien
Executive Vice President of Government Services & External Affairs
David M. O’Brien is currently executive vice president of government services and external affairs for Highmark Inc. In this position, he provides strategic and tactical 
leadership for Highmark Medicare Services, as well as legislative, regulatory, and community affairs. Also, as a senior officer, he is responsible for participating in the 
strategic and business planning of the corporation. 

Prior to this position, Mr. O’Brien was executive vice president of individual and senior products and was responsible for the profit and loss for these products. Other 
functions included product development, sales and operational responsibility, and overseeing the operation for two joint ventures: Industrial Medical Consultants, Inc. 
(IMC), a worker’s compensation management company, and a long-term care insurance product with GE Capital as the partner.

Prior to his position in Individual Products, Mr. O’Brien was executive vice president of health services at Highmark Inc. In this role, he provided strategic and tactical 
leadership in directing the development and implementation of goals, objectives, operating plans, policies and management direction for Highmark’s Health Services 
Group, including provider affairs, health care management services, quality management, Alliance Ventures and the Insurer Physicians Service Organization. In 
addition, he assisted in developing the business strategy for the corporation and devised short-term goals, strategies and operating plans.

Before joining Highmark in 1998, Mr. O’Brien served as president and chief executive officer of Gateway Health Plan, LTD, and president of Alliance Ventures, Inc. 

Mr. O’Brien received his bachelor’s degree from John Carroll University and his master’s degree from Robert Morris University. 
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Management and Employees
Management Overview

Daniel W. O’Malley
Market President of the Western Region
Daniel W. O’Malley is the market president of the western region for Highmark Inc. In this position, he is responsible for Highmark’s health insurance business, which 
serves more than 3.2 million members in Western Pennsylvania. 

Prior to joining Highmark, Mr. O’Malley managed several offices of the national human resources consulting firm, Towers Perrin, headquartered in Pittsburgh. He was 
responsible for the health and welfare benefit Practice serving primarily Fortune 500 companies. 

Mr. O’Malley serves on the board of directors of The Verland Foundation, a nonprofit organization that operates community homes and offers services supporting more 
than 200 individuals with intellectual disabilities. Mr. O’Malley holds bachelor’s degree from Georgetown University.

Deborah L. Rice
Executive Vice President of Health Services
Deborah Rice is executive vice president of health services for Highmark Inc.  In this role, Ms. Rice is responsible for providing senior leadership and strategic 
direction for Highmark’s core health insurance business. Additionally, she has responsibility for provider contracting and relationship management activities and 
Highmark’s integrated clinical services.  

Ms. Rice has held a variety of management positions at Highmark and its predecessor company. She has more than 25 years of experience in the health insurance 
industry. In addition to her position at Highmark, Ms. Rice is a member of various professional boards and committees, including Mountain State Blue Cross Blue 
Shield, HM Insurance Group, IMC (Highmark Subsidiary), Federal Employee Program (BCBSA) and Leadership Pittsburgh. 

Ms. Rice is also very active in the community, serving on several boards. She was a past member of the Pittsburgh Public Theater and Gwen’s Girls, and she currently 
serves as a member of the Pittsburgh Symphony, Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens and United Way of Allegheny County. 
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Gregory K. Smith
Chairman of the Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield Board of Directors
Retired, President and Chief Executive Officer Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield
Gregory K. Smith is Chairman of the Board of Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield (“MSBCBS”). In this role, Mr. Smith leads the board review of MSBCBS’s 
performance and strategic plans. 

Smith joined Blue Cross Blue Shield of West Virginia in 1984 as Director of Public Relations and assumed the role of Vice‐President of Marketing when Mountain 
State Blue Cross Blue Shield was created in 1991 to combine the state's two former plans. In 1994 he was elevated to Executive Vice President, and in 1995 became 
President and CEO of Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield. 

Mr. Smith received his Bachelor’s Degree from West Virginia University and his Master’s of Business Administration Degree from the Harvard Business School 
Executive Education Program.

Mr. Smith is currently a member of the West Virginia University at Parkersburg Board of Advisors. Previously, Mr. Smith has served the West Virginia community as: 
a member of the West Virginia Legislature from 1980-1986,serving as Assistant Majority Leader and Democratic Caucus Chairman from 1985-1986,  a member of the 
West Virginia Special Olympics Board of Directors from 1999-2001, a member of the Lewis College of Business Advisory Board at Marshall University, a member of  
the West Virginia Economic Development Authority from 2002-2004, a member of Blue Cross Blue Shield Association National Employee Benefits Committee, a past 
Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce of the Mid-Ohio Valley Board of Directors and a Member of the West Virginia Chamber Board of Directors.

Tom R. Tabor
Senior Vice President & Chief Information Officer
Tom Tabor is senior vice president and chief information officer of Highmark Inc. In this role, he is responsible for information services support in the areas of network 
and telecommunication services; information processing; systems development and implementation; technology architecture; and information security. 

Before assuming this position, Mr. Tabor held various positions at Highmark. He was vice president of the Information Services Group where he was responsible for a 
project spanning more than three years to provide care management functionality to Highmark as well as consolidating core-processing systems resulting from the 
consolidation of Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania Blue Shield. He was also director of Corporate Systems Services and project director of 
Business Information Development. Before joining  Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania in 1991, he held positions at PPG Industries and Gulf & Western Inc.

The Pittsburgh Technology Council and the Greater Pittsburgh CIO Group presented Mr. Tabor with its 2006 Pittsburgh CIO of the Year Award for nonprofit 
organizations. In 2008, InformationWeek magazine named Highmark third on its list of the top 500 most innovative users of technology. 

Mr. Tabor is active in the community and serves as a member of the IT Workforce Board of Pittsburgh Technology Council; the City/County IT Integration Advisory 
Committee; the Pittsburgh CIO Roundtable; the Business Advisory Board of Bender Consulting Services, Inc.; and the Technical Advisory Board of Doyle Center for 
Manufacturing Technology.  Mr. Tabor is an Editorial Advisor to the ADVANCE for Health Information Executives publication.  He is treasurer of Glenshaw 
Presbyterian Church. 

Mr. Tabor received a B.S. degree in math from Youngstown State University and an MBA from the University of Pittsburgh. He is a Certified Cash Manager with the 
NCCMA, and he is a past president of the Pittsburgh Cash Management Association.  Mr. Tabor is a past chairman of the Tech Link Program of Pittsburgh, a nonprofit 
organization, and a past treasurer of the Board of the Pennsylvania eHealth Initiative. 
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Gary R. Truitt
Executive Vice President, Secretary and General Counsel
Gary Truitt is executive vice president, secretary and general counsel of Highmark Inc. In this position, he provides legal and regulatory advice to Highmark’s board of 
directors, management and all departments and subsidiaries of the corporation. Mr. Truitt manages a department of approximately 40 attorneys and paralegals and is 
responsible for the retention of all outside legal resources required to support the corporation. 

As corporate secretary, Mr. Truitt oversees the corporate governance of Highmark and its subsidiaries, including preparation of resolutions for consideration by the 
board of directors and minutes and other appropriate records of corporate actions. 

Prior to joining Blue Cross of  Western Pennsylvania, a predecessor of the corporation, in 1984, Mr. Truitt served from 1975 to 1980 as assistant district attorney of 
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania. He was in private practice from 1980 to 1982 and served as a tax consultant for Touche Ross and Co. from 1982 to 1984. 

Mr. Truitt is a member of the Allegheny County Bar Association, the American Health Lawyers Association, the American Corporate Counsel Association and the 
Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera board of directors and its executive committee. 

Mr. Truitt holds a bachelor’s degree in economics from the University of Pittsburgh, a law degree from the Duquesne University School of Law and a master’s degree 
in taxation from Robert Morris University. 
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Joint Response of BCBSD, Inc. and Highmark Inc. 

To Delaware Department of Justice Questions Dated August 23, 2011 

 
1) A comprehensive explanation of why the Proposed Affiliation will not have a negative 

impact on the health and well-being of residents of Delaware, both in the short term 
and also in the long term.  In preparing such explanation, BCBSD and Highmark may 
include references to previously-submitted materials where appropriate, but only if and 
to the extent that BCBSD and Highmark clearly identify precisely which portions of 
the referenced materials specifically support which assertions in such explanation. 

This explanation should specifically address: 

- The impact on healthcare available in Delaware and its quality; 

- The impact on the pricing of healthcare and health insurance in Delaware, 
both for BCBSD policyholders and for the overall market; 

- Any anticipated changes in the coverage offered by BCBSD to potentially 
underserved populations; 

- Any anticipated changes in agreements with healthcare providers and 
provider networks in Delaware, including a summary of any contact and/or 
negotiations with such providers to date and any anticipated agreements or 
changes in current agreements with hospitals in Delaware; and 

- Any anticipated changes in employment of Delaware residents, including, 
separately, any reductions of Delaware BCBSD employees and any potential 
employment increases in growth areas. 

The five specific questions set forth above are addressed seriatim: 

 The impact on healthcare available  in Delaware and its quality; 

BCBSD and Highmark have historically been very focused on ensuring our 
customers have access to high quality, cost-effective healthcare services, and we fully 
expect this focus to continue following the Affiliation.    BCBSD and Highmark are 
thus committed to ensuring that the Affiliation will have a positive impact on access 
to healthcare in Delaware by increasing the array of products offered to different 
segments of the public, including the individual market and senior market, and by 
reducing by an estimated 3% the projected amount of future rate increases for health 
insurance coverage in Delaware as offered by BCBSD.  BCBSD subscribers will also 
have access to Highmark’s integrated care management services, which are designed 
to deliver comprehensive health management services that promote better health and 

                                                 
* BCBSD and Highmark reserve the right to supplement these responses in this or other formats in the 
future. 
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optimize health care investment.  These programs help to prevent illness, lower risk, 
and slow disease progression, thus improving health outcomes and controlling costs.  
These programs, combining health management, pharmacy benefit and productivity 
management programs, include the following: 

a) A full range of wellness programs 

b) Discounted access to national network of complementary and alternative health 
providers 

c) 24x7 telephonic coaching for chronic diseases and targeted conditions 

d) Decision support tools 

e) Large case management services 

f) Dedicated medical director consultative services 

g) Reporting and clinician data analysis 

 The impact on the pricing of healthcare and health insurance in Delaware, both 
for BCBSD policyholders and for the overall market; 

The cost of health insurance in Delaware has historically been and will continue to be 
driven primarily by underlying medical costs.  The recently enacted health care 
reform legislation requires that insurance carriers operate at minimum medical loss 
ratios which will likely compress profits and administrative costs.  It will be critical 
for insurance carriers to work collaboratively with physicians, hospitals and other key 
stakeholders in addressing the underlying factors contributing to the growth in 
medical costs. 

Highmark has a demonstrated track record in working collaboratively with providers 
to focus on improving quality and reducing costs.  Specifically, Highmark has 
implemented reimbursement programs and provided tools to assist providers in 
improving quality and reducing costs. 

The parties have prepared and submitted pro forma projections which anticipate that 
premiums will increase in the Delaware health insurance marketplace regardless of 
the affiliation status of BCBSD.  However, BCBSD and Highmark have projected, in 
Exhibit 9 to the Affiliation Statement, that these premium increases will be  lower 
(about 3%) under the Affiliation scenario than if BCBSD were to continue on a 
standalone basis.  BCBSD and Highmark do not project any significant changes in the 
costs charged by providers to their patients or their patient’s insurers as a result of the 
Affiliation. 
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 Any anticipated changes in the coverage offered by BCBSD to potentially 
underserved populations 

We do not anticipate any negative impact resulting from the Affiliation related to 
coverage offered by BCBSD to potentially underserved populations.  In fact, the 
parties are anticipating that the affiliation will have a positive impact in BCBSD’s 
ability to serve these populations.  In particular, the affiliation with Highmark will 
result in BCBSD providing a buy-in product to supplement Delaware’s Children’s 
Health Insurance Program.  This product could benefit as many as 22,000 uninsured 
children.  Highmark currently offers this type of product in Pennsylvania. 

 Any anticipated changes in agreements with healthcare providers and provider 
networks in Delaware, including a summary of any contact and/or negotiations 
with such providers to date and any anticipated agreements or changes in current 
agreements with hospitals in Delaware. 

Provider contracting will remain a local BCBSD function and therefore the parties do 
not anticipate any changes in provider contracting as a result of the Affiliation.  Any 
provider negotiations currently ongoing are ordinary-course negotiations having 
nothing to do with the Affiliation.  BCBSD does anticipate that, upon transition to 
Highmark’s technology platforms, it will be able to offer more creative 
reimbursement alternatives to physicians and hospitals.  Additionally, BCBSD will be 
able to provide physicians and hospitals with access to Highmark’s real-time claims 
adjudication capabilities.  In anticipation of these offerings, there have been a number 
of meetings at which Delaware providers have been introduced to Highmark’s senior 
medical and provider relations team members. 

 Any anticipated changes in employment of Delaware residents, including, 
separately, any reductions of Delaware BCBSD employees and any potential 
employment increases in growth areas. 

Highmark and BCBSD have committed to maintaining a significant Delaware 
presence and to maintain the BCBSD corporate headquarters in Delaware.  
Furthermore, the parties have agreed to use commercially reasonable efforts to 
maintain employment levels that are proportionate to those in other Highmark service 
areas.  Confirming this, Highmark is committed to the following regarding 
employment stability for BCBSD if the Affiliation is approved: 

a) Highmark will assure the total FTE positions in Delaware will be the same after 
implementation of the Affiliation is complete (approximately 18 months) as it was 
at the start of the Affiliation integration activities.  The positions will be either 
BCBSD positions or Highmark positions located in Delaware. 

b) Any BCBSD employees whose positions are eliminated due to the 
implementation will be given the first opportunity to fill any new positions that 
are created in Delaware. 
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c) If there is a significant decrease in BCBSD’s enrollment or market share during 
the implementation period (e.g., from the loss of a large customer or substantially 
reduced employment within a retained customer) that results in any lost positions, 
Highmark will not be responsible to replace those lost positions. 

d) Highmark will also make good faith efforts to locate additional FTE positions in 
Delaware as Highmark’s business opportunities arise. 

2) A specific explanation of the cost allocation methodologies being used by BCBSD and 
Highmark for the Proposed Affiliation and any changes in such methodologies 
contemplated for subsequent to the Proposed Affiliation. 

Prior to the Affiliation, BCBSD and Highmark are allocating costs consistent with each 
company's established cost allocation methodologies. During the pre-Affiliation period, 
Highmark and BCBSD have agreed that program management resources dedicated to the 
Affiliation will be absorbed by the company incurring the cost. Similarly, each company 
will absorb its own travel expenses related to the Affiliation. Also, during this timeframe, 
consulting will be assigned to the following three categories:  

 PMO consulting services - Highmark pays 90%, BCBSD pays 10% 

 Consulting resources obtained to supplement internal resources will be paid 
by the party requesting and benefitting from the resource 

 Specialty consulting services will be paid 50% by Highmark and 50% by 
BCBSD 

Other integration·related costs incurred during the pre-Affiliation period will be 
accounted for consistent with each company's established cost allocation practices. As 
such, both companies will capture costs associated with the Affiliation through the use of 
dedicated cost centers or time collection. Any inter-company charges for work performed 
during the pre-Affiliation period will include no provision for profit beyond actual 
allocated cost. Inter-company invoicing for the cost of internal resources will be deferred 
until the Affiliation has been approved. 

Upon Affiliation, BCBSD will begin aligning its cost allocation methodologies with 
Highmark's methodologies (as discussed below). There will be consistency in that 
comparable functions will use common allocation methodologies at both BCBSD and 
Highmark. Also, any costs flowing from Highmark to BCBSD, or vice versa, as a result 
of these common allocation methodologies will be at actual cost without provision for 
profit.  

While BCBSD will begin aligning its cost allocation methodologies with Highmark's at 
the time of Affiliation, the rollout of inter-company allocations for ongoing services will 
largely follow the operational integration of the two companies. For example, Highmark 
will not begin allocating costs from its claims processing system to BCBSD until BCBSD 
has been migrated to Highmark's platform. In the interim, Highmark will continue to 
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allocate the costs of its claims processing system to existing users of the platform and 
BCBSD will continue to receive allocations from its legacy claims processing 
applications. Integration teams will work closely with Finance to ensure that operational 
integrations for all functions are incorporated into the cost allocation methodologies in a 
timely manner. 

Highmark's cost allocation framework (see Exhibit I), which will be used by both 
Highmark and BCBSD post-affiliation, differentiates between costs originating in the 
Home Office and those originating in the Business Segments. Home Office refers to 
functions or activities responsible for managing or serving two or more Business 
Segments. The Business Segments represent divisions of the overall enterprise identified 
with producing a product or service. In Highmark's cost allocation framework, BCBSD 
business will reside in the Commercial Health Business Segment which also includes 
Highmark West Virginia, Central and Western Pennsylvania Regional Business, Senior 
Markets and National Business. Other Business Segments include the non-health 
business such as Vision, Dental, etc. 

Home Office expenses largely consist of either centralized service functions, e.g. 
Information Technology or staff management of certain activities that benefit either the 
entire enterprise or multiple, though not necessarily all, business segments, e.g. Corporate 
Finance. The first step of the methodology for allocating Home Office expenses is to 
allocate centralized service functions to segments on the basis of the service furnished to 
or received by each segment.  Allocation of centralized service expenses is followed by 
the allocation of staff management functions which are first allocated based on specific 
activities provided in support of an identifiable business segment. When this isn't possible 
due to the nature of the activity, residual Home Office expenses are allocated using a 
methodology reflective of the beneficial or causal relationship between such expenses 
and the receiving segments. 

Two of Highmark's business segments (Highmark Medicare Services and United 
Concordia) have contracts which are covered by the Federal Government's Cost 
Accounting Standards (CAS). The existence of these CAS-covered contracts requires 
Highmark's allocation of Home Office expenses to be compliant with the CAS and 
applied consistently. Highmark must disclose its cost accounting practices for Home 
Office expenses to the Federal Government and is subject to periodic review to verify 
that disclosed methodologies are being followed. Part VIII of Highmark's most recent 
Cost Accounting Standards Board Disclosure Statement is attached as Exhibit II 
(effective date 01/01/2011). This Exhibit provides the expense pools and the methods of 
allocation for each of the pools within the Home Office. Costs are allocated to the 
business segments based on the methodologies described therein.  

As noted previously, for cost accounting purposes, BCBSD will reside in the Commercial 
Health business segment. Costs that will be allocated within the Commercial Health 
segment include costs originating in the segment as well as those allocated to the segment 
from the Home Office as described above. Allocations within the Commercial Health 
segment then follow an allocation sequence as follows: 
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 Expenses are directly allocated to a particular market to the maximum extent 
possible (e.g. Sales) 

 Expenses that are not directly allocated to a particular market are accumulated 
into logical and relatively homogenous pools to be allocated on bases 
reflecting the relationship of the expenses to the markets concerned (e.g. 
claims or customer service systems) 

 Remaining expenses are allocated using total cost input with each market 
receiving its proportionate share (e.g. Health governance)  

Since Highmark does not have CAS-covered contracts in its Commercial Health Business 
Segment, allocation methodologies within the segment are not disclosed to the Federal 
Government. Exhibit III provides the expense pools and the methods of allocation for 
each of the pools within the Commercial Health business segment. Markets, including 
BCBSD, benefitting from the activities provided in any expense pool will receive 
consistent cost allocations based on common methodologies and statistics. 

As described above, common cost allocation methodologies in place at both Highmark 
and BCBSD will determine the inter-company charges between the companies. All inter-
company charges will be at actual cost without provision for profit consistent with the 
terms of the Administrative Service Agreement. 

3) Descriptions of the specific findings and proposals, and cost and allocation analyses, of 
the expansion and transition teams assigned by BCBSD and Highmark, and any 
consultants working with either or both, in connection with structuring and 
implementing the Proposed Affiliation. 

BCBSD and Highmark have been developing the business integration plan since 
December, 2010 in preparation for possible approval of the affiliation.  The team 
followed the following organizational and business design structure to guide the planning 
process: 
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Eleven functional area teams and three cross functional teams, made up of representatives 
from both BCBSD and Highmark, looked at BCBSD current state operations and 
organizations and mapped these to Highmark operations and organizations to: 

a) identify the scope of work required for BCBSD to migrate to Highmark business 
solution (timing, cost, and manpower);  

b) identify opportunities for business synergies (administrative cost savings), and; 

c) identify improvements in business capabilities 

A rough schedule of the proposed integration plan is provided, below.  For planning 
purposes, the teams used January 1, 2012 as an assumed regulatory approval date.  
Preliminary work is underway now in the pre-approval phase to help prepare the teams 
for the full integration work that would begin only upon regulatory approval.  This 
preliminary work includes finalization of conversion plans and data mapping (comparing 
fields on BCBSD systems to fields on Highmark systems to assist in data conversion). 
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Highmark initially estimated the cost for the integration would be in the $25 million to 
$45 million range.  In the original financial pro forma submitted to the Department of 
Insurance, the figure of $35 million was used.  Over the course of the planning process, 
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the teams worked to clarify the scope of work to be included in the integration effort and 
the related costs for accomplishing the integration.  That process continues and has so far 
confirmed the accuracy of these initial estimates: 

Affiliation Integration Cost Estimates as of August 22, 2011 

 

A more detailed break out of the scope of work and related costs is provided in Exhibit 
IV.  [To be provided in a subsequent communication.] 

 
4) A description of Highmark's plans with respect to BCBSD branding, including a 

discussion of similarities or differences as compared to the changes in branding of 
Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield of West Virginia (formerly Mountain State Blue 
Cross Blue Shield) subsequent to its affiliation with Highmark. 

Highmark and Delaware are preparing a market launch campaign in the event the 
affiliation is approved.  The market launch will introduce our stakeholders to the 
Highmark organization and the Delaware affiliate’s new brand:  Highmark Blue Cross 
Blue Shield Delaware, or Highmark BCBS Delaware.   

The rebranding of BCBS of Delaware to Highmark BCBS Delaware is being prepared to 
effectively communicate the change to the market in a way that results in minimal 
disruption to members, providers, and employees.   The rebranding effort will consist of 
several stages:  pre-market launch, market launch, interim steps, and long term steps.  
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The start and end dates are dependent on the transaction close date and the applications' 
migration schedule. 

In the early stages, items such as the corporate advertisements, Website, envelopes and 
letterhead, some marketing materials and forms, which can be re-branded quickly and be 
completed for the Market Launch will reflect the Highmark BCBS Delaware name. This 
would be accompanied by a supporting advertising campaign that would explain that the 
name has changed, but nothing else has - the same great service, coverage and employees 
from BCBSDE remain. 

Regarding the brand name and logo, all references to “Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Delaware” will be eventually be replaced with “Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield 
Delaware”.  All references to 'Delaware' will be replaced with 'Highmark Delaware'.  All 
references to BCBSD will be replaced with Highmark DE or Highmark BCBS DE.   

In some branding contexts, the “word marks” (i.e. “Blue Cross” and “Blue Shield” are 
not used, and only the “symbol marks” are used.  In such instances, the new logo or 
symbol marks for Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield Delaware would be as shown below.    

 

 

 

 

This brand strategy is consistent with the strategy recently deployed successfully in West 
Virginia. When Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield of West Virginia became an affiliate 
of Highmark, Highmark initially branded it as Mountain State Blue Cross Blue Shield, a 
Highmark affiliate, because there was not significant business integration planned at that 
time. Highmark completed a Systems Migration, and operated that way for several years. 
Within the past few years, there was a focus on the West Virginia Business Integration 
into Highmark, to realize administrative efficiencies. 

Highmark recognized that it needed to capitalize on the strong corporate Highmark 
market brand (in addition to the Blue Cross and Blue Shield logos), and embarked on a 
project late last year to re-brand Mountain State as Highmark BCBS West Virginia. 
There was an advertising campaign in West Virginia to reflect that "the name has 
changed, nothing else has", featuring recognizable WV landmarks, along with a market 
launch to stakeholders and re-branding efforts throughout the company. The logos and 
wording changed from Mountain State BCBS to Highmark BCBS West Virginia. 
Highmark and Highmark BCBS West Virginia have executed a project to make those 
changes throughout all areas of the corporation and it will wrap up by year-end 2011. 
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5) A description of areas of anticipated growth for BCBSD. 

The updated financial pro formas filed with the Department of Insurance reflect our most 
recent estimates of potential growth in BCBSD core business in the event of an 
affiliation.  The pro formas suggest the company will experience incremental growth in 
all current core business segments as a result of having access to superior Highmark 
resources, notably: 

a) Improved call center access, consumer engagement tools, market segmentation 
analysis, and product development resources are expected to lead to incremental 
growth in the Individual Over 65 (Medigap), Individual Under 65, and Small 
Group markets.   

b) Improved medical informatics, account reporting capabilities, worksite 
management and national account servicing are expected to lead to incremental 
growth in the large group insured and self-funded markets.   

In addition, Highmark and BCBSD are evaluating potential growth in Delaware in 
markets currently not served by BCBSD, including:  Medicare Part D, Medicare 
Advantage, and Medicaid.  We also expect growth in markets BCBSD currently serves 
but with very low penetration, including Stop Loss, Vision, and other ancillary coverage. 

Finally, we expect that Highmark’s resources will successfully position BCBSD to meet 
the marketplace needs in the Health Insurance Exchange environment under the extensive 
changes anticipated beginning in 2014 under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care 
Act. 

6) A description of plans by BCBSD and Highmark to ensure the preservation of 
Delaware public benefit assets within Delaware for the benefit of residents of 
Delaware. 

BCBSD and Highmark have structured the Affiliation such that BCBSD remains a 
Delaware not-for-profit corporation continuing to be subject to Delaware insurance laws 
and regulation.  Accordingly, assuming, arguendo, that any part of BCBSD’s assets are 
“public benefit assets”, such assets will remain dedicated for the benefit and protection of 
BCBSD subscribers to the same degree as they are currently.  In this respect, the 
Affiliation changes nothing.  Moreover, while Highmark will become the sole member of 
BCBSD for purposes of corporate governance, it will not have a “membership interest” 
as that term is defined in 8 Del. C. § 114(d)(2).  Therefore, Highmark will not be entitled 
to any distributions or dividends from BCBSD. 

More importantly, the Affiliation, by partnering BCBSD with a much larger not for profit 
entity having a state-of-the-art information technology platform, will enable BCBSD to 
preserve tens of millions of dollars that would otherwise be expended making IT capital 
improvements and other capability enhancements.  By the end of 2015, the pro formas 
project that BCBSD’s surplus will be $226 million_under the Affiliation Basis versus $89 
million under the Stand Alone Basis. 
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7) A description of Highmark's community reinvestment and charitable programs, 
including information regarding Highmark's foundation, past and anticipated future 
initiatives in West Virginia, and also information regarding reinvestment, foundations, 
initiatives and spending levels expected for Delaware. 

For more than 70 years, Highmark's commitment to the community has been among the 
company’s highest priorities as it strives to positively impact the communities where it 
does business. Highmark consistently supports community health-related and human 
services organizations and activities. In 2010, the company provided financial support of 
$175.1 million for community programs, including $146.8 million to help hold down the 
cost and expand access to health care coverage for lower-income families, older adults 
and uninsured children. Highmark’s reinvestment in the community is channeled through 
three core outlets, Corporate Giving, the Highmark Foundation and the Highmark Caring 
Foundation.  

Highmark’s Corporate Giving supports initiatives aligned with fulfilling the company’s 
mission and building strong relationships within the communities where customers and 
employees live and work. Through strategic giving, community programming, employee 
volunteerism efforts and collaborations with community partners; Highmark addresses 
important community needs and our social responsibility expectations as a corporate 
citizen in our ever changing community.  

In-kind contributions and community service donations make up the current Highmark 
West Virginia corporate giving initiative, providing funding in communities where 
Highmark does business.  

The Highmark Foundation is a charitable organization and private foundation funded 
solely by Highmark Inc. The Foundation's principal purpose is to support programs 
aimed at improving the health and well-being of the communities served by Highmark. 
The Foundation seeks to support evidence-based programs that impact multiple counties, 
produce replicable long-term models and attract collaborative funding by community 
partners by addressing four key areas of health care concern, chronic disease, 
communicable disease, family health and service delivery systems.  

The Highmark Foundation has made children’s health promotion a priority. Through a 
$100 million initiative commitment, Highmark Healthy High 5 addresses five critical 
issues – nutrition, physical activity, grieving, self-esteem, and bullying prevention.  

In 2010, the Highmark Foundation Board of Directors approved the expansion of the 
Foundation’s footprint to include Highmark West Virginia. As a result, West Virginia 
communities have increased access to funding that will be strategically targeted. The first 
endeavor to address needs in West Virginia though the Highmark Foundation is a grant to 
the city of Parkersburg in Wood County, W.V in collaboration with the Let’s Move! 
Campaign.  

The Highmark Caring Foundation is a champion for children, working to identify and 
address the unmet needs of children in our community through innovative programs. An 
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affiliate of Highmark, the Highmark Caring Foundation operates as a charitable 
organization to care for children in need. The Highmark Caring Place, A Center for 
Grieving Children, Adolescents and Their Families provides programs and services at no 
cost to the families, by the Highmark Caring Foundation, at four sites throughout 
Pennsylvania. 

While Highmark is still under affiliation negotiations with Delaware, a community 
assessment template has been developed and will be utilized as Highmark anticipates 
offering similar programs and initiatives.  

Highmark will work with BCBSD to develop programs that leverage the lessons learned 
by both parties in community and charitable initiatives.  The affiliation proformas 
submitted in conjunction with the transaction anticipate that BCBSD will continue to 
fulfill its current community commitments, including amounts payable to the Delaware 
Community Foundation in lieu of state income taxes and other budgeted community 
contributions of $750,000. 

8) A description of how Highmark plans to mitigate integration risk, ensuring data 
integrity and completeness, in migrating legacy BCBSD applications. 

Highmark and BCBSD subject-matter experts are engaged on each project team (Claims, 
Enrollment, Group Account, Provider, etc.) as Highmark and BCBSD analyze the source 
system data at BCBSD and "map" it to the appropriate system(s) and fields at Highmark. 
They discuss data definition, edits, unique requirements and data integrity. Risks are 
identified and actively managed throughout the Project development lifecycle that is 
followed, with escalation to management staff and/or the Governance team for resolution 
as needed. 

The testing strategy and conversion timeline allow for multiple iterations of the 
conversion programs followed by data correction or cleanup efforts. Then the 
conversions are refined and re-run until the results prove that the data will convert 
appropriately to the Highmark systems. The Testing Center of Excellence at Highmark 
oversees the testing effort, automated test processes and test environment management to 
maximize the quality of data that results from systems projects. They coordinate all 
parties' involvement in the testing throughout the process, across all project teams, and 
manage interdependencies between them. 

The process includes having Business Owners sign off that their test results are 
appropriate and that the systems conversions can be run for Production purposes.  There 
is also a User Acceptance Testing phase of the project lifecycle, which occurs before the 
Production conversion, along with a post-production timeframe in which remaining 
problems can be resolved. 
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9) A description of BCBSD's executive employment agreements, addressing any changes 
with respect to the possible departure of senior executives as a result of the Proposed 
Affiliation. 

Seven BSBSD executives (the President/CEO and six Vice Presidents) have employment 
agreements predating the Affiliation Agreement that provide severance benefits.  These 
severance benefits are based either upon the length of time remaining on the executive’s 
contract when a termination of employment occurs or upon a specified period; the 
maximum severance period is two years for five of the executives and one year for the 
other two executives.  Upon a Change in Control, the term of each agreement for the six 
Vice Presidents is extended to the maximum original term or for a specified period, up to 
a maximum of two years. This term extension provision is not included in the 
President/CEO’s contract. Severance benefits generally include the executive’s base 
salary, incentive compensation, and medical benefits, which would be paid for the 
remainder of the contract term or a specified period, not to exceed two years.  Severance 
benefits become payable if (1) the executive’s employment is terminated without 
“Cause” (which would be the case regardless of whether a Change in Control has 
occurred), or (2) the executive submits his or her resignation following a specified 
material negative change in employment constituting “Good Reason” after a Change in 
Control has occurred and the Good Reason event is not corrected after notice of such 
event is provided by the executive.   

If the executive becomes entitled to severance benefits, the amount of the benefits is 
generally the same regardless of whether a Change in Control has occurred, except that 
base salary continuation payments and incentive payments are paid in a lump sum, 
reduced to present value, within sixty days of the termination if the termination occurs 
within two years following the Change in Control.  Otherwise, severance amounts are 
paid at the times they would have been payable if the executive’s employment had not 
been terminated following a Change of Control. 

In the cases of three executives who are provided nonqualified deferred compensation 
pursuant to their employment agreements, upon a termination of employment without 
cause, or for Good Reason following a Change in Control, the executives are entitled to 
additional credited service for the remaining term of their agreements, for purposes of 
calculating the nonqualified benefit.  Two of the three executives are also provided 
accelerated vesting of all unvested but accrued nonqualified deferred compensation 
benefits upon a termination of employment without cause or for Good Reason following 
a Change in Control.   If the executive is younger than age 55, the amount payable will be 
reduced to the present value of the amount payable at age 55. 

BCBSD and Highmark have no present plans to terminate any of the BCBSD executives 
following the Affiliation or to materially and negatively change their employment such 
that severance benefits become payable.  Of course, the synergies and economies of scale 
that are principal benefits of the Affiliation may, at some point, cause employment 
changes or reductions in force that impact one or more of the seven executives with 
employment agreements.  In preparing documents as part of the review of the proposed 
affiliation, BCBSD obtained estimates of a “worst case scenario,” in the highly unlikely 
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event that all seven executives were terminated immediately after closing, thus being 
entitled to their maximum possible 12 to 24 months’ severance benefit.  In that 
hypothetical scenario, the potential total lump sum severance payments owed to the seven 
executives would be $5,960,000 if all seven left immediately after closing. 
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